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• The format of science (VCO) data from the
acquisition system has been given in Figure 7 of
_ J.D Redman's report on data digitization These data
_ are processed in four major stages: i) frequency and
%
quality determination, 2) merging, 3) demultiplexing ,
I 4) calibration.
In the notation of Figure 7 of Redman's report, one
VCO measurement is recorded by 12 digits as follows
N = (N1 N 2 N 3) I0 = number of 5.2 KHz cycles counted
V = (V1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5) I0 = duration of M VCO cycles (_sec)
R = ([R_ R1 R 2 R3 R4)I0 = duration of N 5.2 KHz cycles
Note that only the four low-order digits of R are recorded on
tape. The high-order digit R0 must be inferred from V and
the operational characteristics of the DAS.
The determination of R0 is based on the DAS design
criterion that V and R should not differ by more than
1/500 sec = 200 _sec. Since R 0 represents the 10000's
unit of _sec, R0 can conceivably be only one less, one
greater, or equal to V I. The algorithm diagrammed in
Figure I bases the choice of one of these on the criterion
of minimizing the difference between V and R. This
function was performed in the routine FREQ.
















conformed to specifications. Becauce this was not
always true, a syntax analysis was performed by the
FREQ routine. Four types of errors were recognized,
and an error indicator was set _ccording to the seriousness
of the errors which were found. The error indicator was
set to the sum of the following individual error levels:
level 0 : no errors
1 : the measured VCO frequency was outside the
range 300 - 3000 Hz., which spans the
expected frequencies.
2 : the measured reference frequency was more
than i00 Hz different from the mean reference
frequency of 5213 Hz.
4 : the measured periods of VCO and reference
cycles differed by more than 210 psec
(1/5200 sec + 9.2%).
8 : one or more of the N, V, or R counters read
zero.
Error level 8 was a terminal error, for which the
frequency could not be computed and was set to zero. Error
level 4 indicated a malfunction of the zero-crossing detector
for the reference signal or a malfunction in the start/stop
circuitry for reference period counting. Howe_r, the
effects of a level 4 error could be quite small, especially
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for low VCO frequencies. Error level 2 indicated either
a large random fluctuation in the 5.2 KHz multivibrator
in the DSEA, a tape-speed variation, or a counting problem.
The tape-speed variation was probably the most frequent
cause of this type of error, in which case the VCO
frequency would still have been correctly determined.
Error level 1 simply chopped off the allowable range of
frequencies to a range spanning those observed in
instrument calibration. VCO frequencies below 300 were
set to 300, and those over 3000 were set to 3000.
For error levels below 8, the VCO frequency was
computed by the following formulas:
V -6
TVC O = _ x I0 sec.
R 10 -6 sec.
TRE F = _ x
-I 4 106 Hz
fVCO = TVCO = _ x
N 106 Hz
fREF = R x
5213
fVCO - CORRECTED - fREF fVCO
= 5213 x 4 x R Hz
VxN
The source of the correction frequencv 5213 has been
discussed in Redman's report on data digitization. It




Each of the four final science tapes (SEP400-403)
was processed with the program CIIANGE, which used FREQ
to change all VCO readings to frequency-status pairs.
The output data were stored as four files on tape SEPDO4,
as shown in Figure 2. Since there were two bad records
on tape SEP403, the frequency values from these records
were set to zero, and the error status values were set
to 16.
The drum-file copies of CHANGE output (T400-403)
were merged by the [rogram MERGE4. Output was stored in
the first file of tape SEPDOS. Merging was performed
according to the following rules.
I. Taking the four corresponding readings from
files T400-403, reject those not having the
lowest error status.
2. Search the values with lowest error status for
the pair of values with the smallest discrepancy.
3. Average the values from the pair with smallest
discrepancy. Use this value.
The reason for rule 1 is simply to use the most trust-
worthy values available, judged according to the seriousness
of syntax errors. Rule 2 guarantees that the most repeatable
measurements are used. Rule 3, assuming that the errors









reduces the measurment error by a factor 1/22 '.
MERGE4 provided the following ancillary functlons:
i) printout of all non-zero status-value data which were
used, 2) distributions of frequency discrepancies for
the values from rule 3 above, broken down by I00 }Iz
intervals, with 5 Hz. granularity. These are shown in
Figure 3. 3) printouts of all points where the
discrepancy of accepted values was large (Figure 4).
The discrepancy distributions from MERGE4 were
stored in the drum file STATS. Program PRPL graphed the
distributions as histograms on the line printer (Figure 3).
These graphs show the frequency of occurrence of various
discrepancies, where the source of the first accepted value
preceeds the source of the second accepted value in the
sequence SEP400, 401, 402, 403, and the discrepancy
is the first accepted value minus the second.
Science data output from MERGE4 were still in
multiplexed form (i.e., data of various types were mixed
together in a known sequence). The DEMUX program
demultiplexed the data, collecting all data of one type
(e.g. 4 MHz NS X) into a single array. Because the
memory capacity of the computer was insufficient to
hold all the data, the demultiplexing was done Jn two
stages. Input data were first demultiplexed in core,
1975007499-011
Fiqure 3
Distributions of discrepancies between the two accepted
values (i.e. the values with lowest error level and
smallest absolute discrepancy). Data are grouped
according to the mean frequency, in 100 Hz intervals,
and pl_tted with 5 Hz granularity.
|
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,. 50 records at a time, then output to random-access drum.
The next 50 records were then demultiplexed in core,
and these data were concatenated to the previous data
on the drum. The random access feature was used to
skip over space reserved for as yet unprocessed data.
Figure 5 shows the general flow of the DEMUX program
as well as diagrams of core and drum space allocations.
The DEMUX program contained a coding error which
_eleted data from the arrays for 4, 8, 16, and 32 MHz.
The error occurred in the final transfer of data from
drum to tape, in subroutine TAPER (internal subroutine
_t
in DEMUX). Figure 6 diagrams the nature of the error.
In the tape output routine, the entire 400"N data
array (N is the number of samples per record of the
data type being considered) should have been processed
at once. In Figure 6, the data array in the drum
diagram should have been written on tape as 4 contiguous
T
parts of 387 values, truncated to 387. The effect was a
i: compression of the data - 13 value_ missing after every
387 values on tape. There are (N-l) such error regions.
At the end of the tape arrays, there is garbage of
length 13" (N-l).
The error is complicated somewhat by the next stage
of processing. Because of the design of the DAS, the mode
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record i + i. To make the mode array agree exactly
with the data arrays, with no shift, N points were
dropped from the start of each data array. This was
accomplished by reading N blocks of 387 values
(concatenated), deleting the first N values, and writing
N blocks of 386 values. This was done by the REBLOCK
i program. The output was stored in drum file VCO.
Location of errors - data is missing after the following
: locations:
SAMPLE # APPARENT TIME FROM START
4 MHz 385 0:20:47
8 MHz 383 0:10:20
770 0:20:47
1157 0:31:14




























To correct the timing errors, 13 filler values should
be inserted following each of the tabulated error locations.
This should be done with care, since at 8, 16, and 32 MHz
the insertion of the first 13 fillers moves the location
for insertion of subsequent sets of 13 fillers. The last
13" (N-l) values should be discarded.
The next step of processing was conversion from VCO
frequencies to dB values for scientific data, and from
VCO frequency to temperature. The calibration data for
ix the flight unit were typed in and stored in drum files
TESTLEVELS and VCOFREQS. These data are printed out in _
Figure 7. The receiver was operating in the medium (65") i
; to hot (105 °) and above temperature range during the
entire traverse, so the cold calibration was ignored.






}_ CALIBRATE, first determining the temperature, then using
the temperature to interpolate between the medium and9
_£ high temperature dB vs. frequency curves. Since the
_ calibration data were given as VCO frequency as a !
_ function of dB input power, the inverse function first
had to be determined. This was done by linear inter- {
_ polation for VCO frequencies in 1 Hz steps from 300 Hz i
to 3000 Hz. The dB levels for frequencies below/above
the lowest/highest calibrated value were set to the lowest/
highest value. Interpolation was not done between these
1 Hz values - they were used purely as a lookup table.
" {i; The granularity of the data (near the center of the
_i calibration curves) is about 1/27 dB, or .9% on a linear
_ power scale.
Up to this time, there has been no mention of the
disposition of the following arrays: MODE, TEMP, TXOFF, !
CAL. The contents of each will be described here. |
The MODE array consists of 386 words of the form
i (MAR)f0, where M (the 100's digit) is 1 or 2 depending
on whether the receiver was in sync'ed or sync-search
mode during the ith record, corresponding to the ith
word in the MODE array. The 10's digit, A, is the
antenna indicator. Values i, 2, and 3 correspond to the




X ANTENNA Y ANTENNA Z ANTENNA
- DBM COLD NED HOT COLD NED HOT COLD HED HOT
-134.23 380 366 349 378 360 342 383 373 352}
-129.24 418 400 376 412 390 366 424 408 383
-119,29 645 631 574 936 614 559 653 640 58_
- 109, 37 947 94(_ 899 944 936 893 950 943 90 1
-99.41 1202 1195 1168 1201 1196 !!67 1203 1198 !170
-89,54 1420 1424 1418 1421 1426 1417 1422 1426 1420
-79,75 1684 1686 1679 1684 1686 1679 1684 1686 1680 _
-69.62 1967 1959 1952 1968 1959 1952 1968 1959 1953 ;i
-59.68 2259 2239 2225 2260 2239 2225 2259 2232 2225
-49,74 2517 2492 2471 2518 2492 2471 2517 2.492 2472
-39.80 2769 2759 2744 2770 2758 2743 2769 2758 2744
,q
-34.84 2897 2880 2873 2880 2876 2873 2879 2879 2874
-29.86 2946 2962 2970 2948 296g 2969 2946 2959 2969 ._
2 MHZ
X ANTENNA Y ANTENNA Z ANTENNA
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD NED HOT
-134.56 387 376 356 394 378 356 38"/ 379 355
- 129.56 442 422 391 449 424 390 442 421 393
-119.61 691 680 620 698 682 620 694 683 625
-109.69 972 964 924 972 962 919 974 966 925
-99,72 1217 1213 !190 1216 1212 1186 1218 1215 !191
-89,78 1435 1441 1435 1434 1441 1433 1435 1442 1435
-79,88 1698 1701 1689 1698 1700 1698 1699 1703 1698
-69,93 1982 19"13 1970 1982 1974 1970 1983 1975 1970
-6@,01 2272 2253 2242 2272 2253 2242 2273 2254 2243
-50.04 2530 250"/ 2489 2529 2502 2489 2532 2508 2489
-40.10 2781 2774 2763 2781 2775 2763 2783 2776 2763
-35.14 2890 2895 2892 2890 2894 2892 2892 2895 2892
-38.16 2948 2967 2979 2947 2965 2978 2951 2966 2978
4 NHZ
X ANTENNA Y ANTENNA Z ANTENNA
'r DBN COLD NED HOT COLD NED HOT COLD HED HOT
- 135,05 392 380 361 393 382 361 394 380 360
- 130,06 447 430 399 448 429 401 449 428 480
- 120.12 701 690 637 696 69g 637 698 689 63'I
: -110,20 980 974 938 980 975 938 979 974 937
-100.23 1446 1224 1204 1225 1225 1204 1224 1223 1203
-90,29 1626 1451 1447 1444 1454 1448 1444 1452 1447
_o -80,38 1709 1713 1712 1709 1714 1712 1107 1715 1712
_' -70.44 1993 1986 1984 1993 1987 1983 1993 1986 1983 i
-60,52 2280 2263 2255 2282 2265 2252 2281 2263 2254 i
-50,55 2540 2518 2501 2540 2519 2501 2539 2518 2501 t
_ -40.63 2789 2783 2774 2789 2784 2774 2789 2784 2774
_ -35,66 2895 2900 2900 2895 2901 2899 2895 2901 2899
-30.67 2947 2967 2980 2950 2966 2978 2952 2969 2978
1.11 .. t . , ,, | |,|






X ANTENNA Y ANTENNA Z ANTENNA i_
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD HED HOT
' -134o86 437 427 401 433 438 401 435 430 403 J
-129.86 515 505 464 515 501 462 515 502 461 1
-! 19.98 789 795 747 ?_9 795 747 792 796 7zl5
-110.02 1059 1055 1018 1060 1055 1019 1060 1055 1019
00 04 1292 1294 1283 1292 1295 1283 1293 1295 1284
-98011 1524 1532 1527 1524 1532 1528 1527 1533 1528 _|
-80018 1797 1799 1198 1796 1801 1800 1798 1802 1798 !
-70.26 2083 2074 2068 2084 2874 2069 2084 2075 2068
=60o34 2361 2340 2327 2361 2341 2327 2361 2341 2327
-50.36 2618 2601 2583 2618 2600 2583 2618 2601 2583
-40°41 2855 2857 2851 2855 2857 2851 2856 2858 2551
-35.44 2937 2950 2955 2938 2949 2955 2938 2951 2955
-30.47 2949 2970 2984 2954 2969 2983 2953 2973 2983
!
16 MHZ ; '
X ANTENNA Y ANTENNA Z ANTENNA
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD HED HOT COLD MED HOT
-134°58 430 430 408 433 437 412 433 431 418
-129.60 504 501 468 521 511 480 514 510 471
-!19,80 777 795 756 780 801 765 781 797 758
-109.91 1051 1059 1033 1053 10.51 1035 1053 1059 1032
-99.92 1285 1299 1297 1286 1300 1299 1287 1300 1298
-90.00 1517 1538 1543 1518 1538 1545 1519 1539 1544
-80011 '799 1813 1817 1882 1810 1821 1799 1812 1822
-70.31 2076 2081 2082 2078 2080 21_82 2077 2081 2083
-60.42 2354 2344 2338 2354 2345 2340 2354 2345 2339
-58.43 2612 2605 ?596 2612 2605 2597 2612 2605 2596
-48,51 2853 2865 P.868 '2854 2865 2867 2854 2865 PR6_,
-35.54 29411 2956 2967 2948 2955 2966 2940 2955 2965




DBI,I COLB _IINKBNNIIIOT COL_ ANEBNNIqOT COLB ANIrBNNIIIOT
-133.45 415 399 378 4_0 41 1 385 423 407 383
-128.49 499 464 418 518 480 442 5_? 474 443
-!19.06 762 745 697 778 7_0 698 769 755 708 !
-109.26 1044 1030 985 1046 1038 987 1_44 1030 987
-99.34 1282 1276 1238 1282 1277 1_¢5"t 1281 1276 1256
-89.42 1513 1513 1499 1513 1513 1581 1512 1513 1501
-79.62 1806 1800 1788 1782 1803 1789 1802 1794 1791
-70.21 2066 2048 2034 2064 2844 2031 2064 2042 2034
-68.41 2337 2310 2274 2338 2308 2298 2336 2308 2290
1 -50.49 2593 2566 2488 2593 2568 2540 2592 2565 2539
-40.57 2834 2826 2756 2835 2825 2810 2833 2825 2809
-35.62 2928 2931 2927 2925 2929 2968 2925 2930 2925





frequency pairs (32, 16), (8, 4), (2, 1) during calibratio:l
(CAL) and transmitter off (TXOFF} frames. The l's _igit,
R, tells whether the receiver re-synced at the beginning
of the record. The MODE array is the first array on the
tape.
The TEMP array is self-explanatory. It gives the
temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. It is the second
array on the tape.
The TXOFF data fill 6 tape records (records 3-8).
These were recorded during times when the transmitter was
turned off, but the receiver was active. Figure 8 shows
the contents of the TXOFF records.
Figure 8
TXOFF ARRAY - TRANSMITTER OFF DATA
6 RECORDS 386 WORDS/RECORD
_40DE DIGIT A _ FREQ
X,. Y ,,, 2 8Z 3 2
X 1 16 _
; Y ( 4
Z 1





in the same way as the science VCO data. This procedure
required that the TX0FF data be present in core as the
interpolatlon was being done for each frequen_ - antenna
combination (the alternative was to generate the dB vs.
VCO tables twice). The TXOFF array was therefore read into
core preceeding the mcience VCO data, calibrated a]ong with
the science VCO data back to its position followin 9 the
TEMP array.
The CAL array consists of three kinds of data:
i) receiver front-end noise measurement, 2) noise-diode
source amplifled by 20 dB, _d 3) noise diode source
_amplifled. It contains 6 records, as diagran_ed in
Figure 9. These are _e 9th-14th records on tape. Because
_ese date are intended for use in calibrating the VCO - vs. -
input power characteristics of the receiver, CAL data were
left as VCO freq_ncies.
Figure 9




MODE DIGIT A _ F_Q !
I
G ..... _ 1 32 I
NA -, ' 1 l 2 8
1
, 3 2 _"
°.....t l " •. I:, NA ....... 2 4_. N ....... 3 1
G = Input grounded (front-end noise)
NA - Noise diode mepllfted 20 dB
N - Noise diode unamplified
1975007499-054
-12- •
_ Drum file DB-2 represented the full set of final
science data. It was copied verbatim to the second file
of the distribution tapes SEPDO7 - D10.
For use in scientific interpretation, the turn at
EP4, which was "removed" from the navigation data, had
to be specially handled for scientific data as well The
treatment which was applied was: the turn was identified
by t_e stops preceedlng and following the turn. Th_ l_st
values which existed prior to the executicn of the turn,
during the stop, were repeated through the time when the ||
turn was completed. This gives the appearance for plotting,
that the turn was not made. This functi-n was performed
by the STRAIGHTEN routine. The output was stored in |
drum file DB-2-STRo
The output from the navigation data processing, drum
file ARROW-RANGE_, was merged with DB-2-STR and stored in
drum file TRAVERSE by MERGER.
The routine BCDTAPE was used in two versions (which
differed only in the number of records they processed)
to convert the binary data in TRAVERSE and DB-2 into
BCD mode for _ape transmission. Title arrays were placed
at the beginnir C of each output file, named TRAVERSE-BeD
and DB-2-BCE, respectively. These files were copied to
._ tapes BEPDOT-DI0 for transmission.
The detailed _ormat of transmission tapes SEPDOT-DI0




_ * Figure 10
Distribution Tape Format







Record Size = Block Size = 386 - 6 char wor_s
= 2316 chars.
Two Files
First File: Straightened Science & Na_. Data.
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Programs for processing science (VCO) data and
mergining it with Nay Data. i
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Apollo 17 S_P - 2 _
This rep-_rt is a summary of intermediate stage .i
processing operations performed on the data from thp
_ Apollo q7 surface electrical properties experi_ent• .
i The starting points for these operations are the
files designated SCII, SCI2, and SCI3; the contents
of these and all generated files, plots, and ).istings
are summarized in table l File SCI I is a _
preliminary release of the data: files SCT2 and SCI3 i
are the final data sets, respectively with an_ 6
)
: _ without data for the EP-_ turn, prepared by R. Watts, _ i.
tape number _RPD09. {N.B. -subsequent references ! :
to removal of turn data refer to work _escribed in !
this report, rather than to Watts* initial ._
i processing, )
The diagrams in figure I give an indication of
the sequences of processing operations. More
, )' d-_ailed information is provided by the 4escriptions : _
i of the programs. Annotated listings are alsoincluded, as w_ll as precise tabulations of the
' _ formats of the various files• The program listings
include descriptions of all required car_ input data.
In addition, two complete sets of plots (SCI2_) '.
are included as a record oE the data: in on_ set d?_
values are plotted versus the range in metres, an_ ir
the second set versus the range in wavelonqths,








CALl Listing * • *
EP_ * J dR data for qq0 n.
! <= ranqe <= 535 a.
EPU Listing * J
J
_P_ Plot * I
_P_A Listing s l dB data for QgO m.
l <= range <= 53_ n.
EPaA Plot e I and LeV in motion
IlkVl times and odometer
counts relative to
beginning of traverse
_T1 Llntinq t, I includes VL_I
I data. converted
ST1 Plot * J to ranqes
SCll * * * * * * *
SOil Listing * * * * * * *
SCZlP, * * I d8 data sampled at
l intorvale of 0ol
SCl 1a Listing * * I vavelength
I
_11). Plot * I
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SCZ2 * • • • • • • t no 4ata for _,P-_
i
SCI2 Listing • • • • • * • I
I
SCI2 Plot • * I
SCZ2A • • I no data for EP-0;
I dB 4ata sanpleeJ at
SCZIA L£stlng • • I intervals of 0, I
I vavelsngth
SCI2A Plot • !
SCZ2B Plot • • •
5e13 • • • • • *
SCI3 L£sting • • • • • • _ rsnqe data Eros SCI2
Se_3& • • ! d8 data sanpled at
• I intervals of 0,1
SCI$A Listing • • I vavelength
I
SCI3& Plot * I
ST&T1 • • • • also contains speed _at_
TX01 Listing • • I all data except _q0 a.
I <= range <= 535 s,
TX01 Plot * • I and LB¥ in notion
Table 1 - _tta set sesnacy(contlnued).
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P£guce l(a) - Processtng flov.
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P:Lgure 1 (b) - P_oc:esxtnq _lov.
#
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The Stack
A number of routines use a large array (named
DATA, hereaeter referred to by name, or a:_ "the
stack") and a set of indices to the array, as the
basis of a system for manipulating range and d_ data.
In most cases a particular set of range or dB
information is contained in several blocks, which i%
is generally convenient to combi,e into one largP
block before processing. To accomplish this, three
indices are associate4 with the stack as diagrammed
in figure 2: IXX and IXY indicate the first words of
range and dB data respectively: IORG gives the
location of the first wor_ into which 4ata should be
read to make an extension to the block currently
beinq assemble_. Other parameters relating to the
stack may be defined where necessary.
The basic procedure to b_, used to process a
complete file is outlined in figure 3. In this
description "read a block" is taken to mean that the
torrents of one block froI the input file are placed
in locations IOPG through TORG + N - 1 of the stack;
the meaning of "last" is that given to it by the
LU_IN routines.
1975007499-100









J RHzo cange valuesIXX _ I
_ Figure 2[a) - Exaaple of stack use:
asseabling a range array.
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DATA







,, _incomplete set of
dR values for one
MHz. component
i
- ,jIXY # ,,
> complete s_t of
g _Hzo E4nq_ valuPs
Ill -- "_ I _
l'lguce 2(b) - Mxample of stack use:
completing a fib accay.
t
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DATA I
_ [ 12000 first block of
z i d_ data for the
¢ next component i
_ |i ii '• " i
"I I
IXT, IORG _ ...... I"
complete s_t of




_igure 2(c) - Example of stack use:
beginning the dB arcay
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do for frequency = I, 2. I, 4, R.1, 16, 32. I
iorg = I; ixx = I; m = 0;
ASSEMBLE THE R_NGE ARSAT:
£e_R_eat_
read a block;
iorg = iorg • n;
_' m = m  1;
._._t_£_! last;
ixy = iorg ;
£e_R_a_.!
I = O; iorg = ixy;
ASSEMBLE TffE DB ARRAY FOR ONE COMPONENT:
rea_ a block;
iorg = iorg + n;




1?igure 3 - Algorithm for assembly of arrays of
range and dR information,
L
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Documentation Routines
L[VNALIST, LUNALST2, LUNALST3
These routines produce complete listings of the
data on files SCII, SCI2, and SCI3 respectively.
The data are read from SCII and SCI2 by LIJNIN and
L,N:N2 respectively, and printed in blocks
corresponding to the physical records on the files,
fifteen values per line. Each block is preceded by a
heading, containing the character information
returned by the input routine, identifying the
contents of %he block.
The procedure for listing SCI] is m3re complex,
since the file contains no range data. LUNALST3
invokes LUNIN2 to read a record from sZI2, and
inspects the returned value of ITYPE(2). If this
value is five, indicating a block of range data, the
block is listed. Otherwise, LUNINI is called to read
a record from SCI3, which replaces the data from
SCI2, and the new block is listed.
N.B. A bug, in all three routines, results in the
id-nti fication of transmitter-off, calibration,
and one megahertz range and dB data b_ing printed
incorrectly, as indicated in table 2. (The
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Li .
%emperat ure (I) teI perat ure
: transmitter-of f (I) NO,F,
: tran sIliter-of f (5) transm itter-of f
_, calibration (1) NO_E
calibration (5) calibration
1 MHz. range(l) _ONE
i 1 MBz. dB(6) _E
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,f
_diti n_q Rout in_.s
LUNACOPY, LUNACP¥2, LUNACPY3
These routines rea_ files SCII, SCI2, and SCI3
respectively, and produce the binary files SCIIA,
SCI2A, and SCI3A, containing the label records from
the input files, and six blocks of NPTS _B value_
each, for each frequency, after inter pol_ tion at
intervals of 0. 1 wavelength. NPTS va ties with
freqaency, and is either the maximum number of
interpolated values which could be generated, or
1000, whichever is smaller.
The stack mechanism is used to set up the arrays
of range and dB values to be given to the
intDrpolat ion routine, and the array R.NN';E is
initialize_ with the appropriate equivalent in meeres
of 0, 0. I, 0.2, ... g9.9 wavelengths. _ubroutine
INTPOL is called to do the interpolation, and returns
its results in array VCO.
After interpolation the values of gS?ART an_
WPLOT (set by INTPOL) indicate the first and last
elements ,_f VCO which contain interpolated results.
: Before writing the array on the output file, the
programs set VCO (I} through VCO (_S_APT- I) and
VCO(NPLOT_I) through VCO(1000) to zero.
LUNACP Y
This program produces a binary file (EP_) of
range and dB values for the turn at EP-4, using fil_
SCI3 as input. The program is a simple modification
i of LUNAPLTd, in which the call to subroutine GAPLOT
_, is replaced by a write statement which generator a
r_cord on file EPU, and a secon_ statement which
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L.NACPY5
This program is used to generate filo ST_TI,
containing temperature, calibration, and transmitter-
off data, and arrays of the ranges at which the ,4ata
were obtained. Also, a set of cru_ e LRV speed
values, corresponding in time to the transmitter-off
data, is computed an@ written on the output file.
The array of temperature values is simply copied
from the input file (SCT2). The associate1 range
data is the set of values for one megahertz, which is
also cople_ directly onto the output file. [The one
mpgahertz da_.a were used since their occurrences are
the closest in time to the temperature _ata - c.f.
ta ble 3. )
Transmltter-off data are read from the input file
in two groups of three blocks each. For each group,
the first, second, an_ third blocks contain d_ta from
the x, y, and % receiving antennae respectively. The
frequency for each sample is dependant on the group,
an_ on the tens digit of the corresponding element, of
the mode array: the first group contains data for
frequencies of 32. I, R.I, and 2.1 uegahertz, and the
second group for 16.0, _.0, and 1.0 me_ah-rtz,
corresponding respectively to tens digits of I, 2,
and 3. The contents of the blocks of callbratior,
data are arran-,_d similarly, with blocks one and four
containing values for front-end noise, two and five
containing values for the noise diode, and values for
the noise diode plus 20 dB amplification in blocks
three and six.
Using the number of the block on which it is
working, and the appropriate contents of th_ mode
! array, the program generates arrays of values which
mat be indexed by frequency, and either antenna in
{ the case of the transmitter-off data, or noise .qnurce
in _he case of the calibration data.
+
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l
ApproximdtP range values corresponding to th_
above data are obtained by selecting the values
closest to them in the timing sequence f_3m the 32.1
megahertz range array, and again using the contents
of the moae array. Corresponding to each ranqe
value, an approximation of the LRV speed is compute4
by taking the difference of the imm-,dlately
succeeding and preceding elements of th_ _2. I
megahertz rdnqe array.
g__c_o£d c__nt__en_ Rtc_2_l content_s_
1 16 PIRz. v.c.o. 17 16 8_Z. w.c.o.
2 32 MHz. v.c.o. 18 32 RRz. v.c.o.
3 q MHz. v.c.o. 19 8 RHZ. v.c.o.
U 32 MRz. v.c.o. 20 32 Ml,lz. v.c.o.
5 16 I_Hz. v.c.o. 21 16 MRz. v.c.o.
6 32 MHZ. v.c.O. 22 32 Ritz. V.C.O.
7 _ MHz, v.c.o. 23 _ MHz. v.c.o.
8 "32 MHz. v.c.o. 2_ 32 MHz. v.c.o.
q 16 MHZ. v.c.o. 25 16 NHz. v.c.o.
10 32 _RZ. v.c.o. 26 32 BRz. v.c.o.
11 8 RBZ. v.c.o. 27 8 _Hz. v.c.o.
12 32 MRz. v.c.o. 28 2 PIRz. v.c.o.
13 16 ?ltlz. v,c.o. 29 16 Mltz. v.c.o.
I_ 32 t_Hz. v.c.o. 30 37. RHz. v.c.o.
1_ transmitter-off 31 1 RHz. v.c.o.
16 calibration 32 syachronizati_nlr_ set
(also contains
te_oeratlre dat_)
Table 3 - Receivpr tim,*nq sequence.
Each record is 202.5 ms. duration.
[
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o__ti_n_e_s
• LU NAPLOT, LUNAPLT2
Thes_ routines produce (CALCORP) plot.q of ,_R
vers"s distance, uslnq interpolated data. LTJNA,_LOT
is used for plotting the data in SCIIA; LTJNA?LT2 may
be use_ to plot data from either SCI2A or 5CYSt.
One nanellst (FR?_0) control record i_ Eel4 for
each frequency. The parameters which may lpe
specified allow choice of components, _azi mu_ and
minimum wavelengths, and laxlnu_ dR v_lu_ to b_.
plotted. Filtering of the data before plotting may
bP. requested, a dB level say be speci_ie_ for
. plottl nq a reference mark, and opt iona I plot
annotation nay be supplied.
_ Subroutine PLINIT is called to initialize the
plotting software. The actual plots aro [,roduce_
using the OATPLT entry point of suoroutine $EPLOT.
%
L_INAPLT3
This program is used to g.nerate (CALCONP) plots
of the data on SCI2, similar to the plots produced by
LUNAPLOT and LUNAPLT2. The program differs from the
others in that the data are not Intqrpolat@d, an_
cannot be filtered before plotting; also. the
portion of the data corresponding to the turn at ?.P-_
! is deleted before plott_nq.
The program use_ the stack necha.ism to prepare
_. data for the plotting ro_tine, Removal of the data
for the turn is accomplished as follows. After an
I_ entire ar_a7 of ranqe values ha= been assembled, the-program locates the values to be deleted ; then
succeeding values are copied downward to maintain a
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then t_o first fr-e location. Th_ indices defining
the gap are modified to apply to the 4R segment of
the stack, and each time a complete set c[ dP, data is
assembled, an equivalent compacting operation is
performed.
Parameters to control the plotting operation are
supplied on a set of namelist {CNTL) control records.
The plotting is done using the D&TPLT entry point of
subroutine St'PLOT.
LUNAPLT4
This prog[am produces (CALCOMP or GOULD) |,lots of
dB values for the FP-_ turn versu:; an implici% time
scale, using data from file SCl._, The data are
plotted as discrete points (marked by symbols) at
equal horizontal intervals. F,ach component is
plotted on a separate graph.
Fach set of values to be plotted is assembled in
the main program and passed to subroutine GAPLOT,
which produces the plot. The method used to define
the _esired values is basically the complement of the
method used in the two preceding programs to remove
the same data. However, in this case the required
seqments of the arrays are merely loca%ed; no
compactinq operation is perforsed.
a
LUNAPLT5
This routine is a modificatio, of LUI;APLr] which
allows the distances to be e_pressed in either metres
or wavelengths. In addition, transmltter-o[f values
from file STATI are plotted (as points, rather than
continuous curves) as a basel_ne for each dB c_rv_,
using entry point BASEL of subroutine SF,PLOT.
1975007499-111
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ANTENNA0
This program is used to generate plots of the
patterns of the three receiving antennae, based on
the data for the turn at EP-_ contained in file _P4.
Two methods are available for computing the angle
between the LRV and the SEP transmitter: the plotted
points may be at equal angular increments throughout
th_ whole range, or the navigation data may he usof_,
to compute an approximate angular displacement for
each point.
One namelist (CNTL) control recor4 is r_quired
for each frequency. Parameters in each recoil allow
choice of components to be plotted, initial ahqle an_
the difference between final and initial anqlps, and
indices defining %he 4ate points obtaine<] while the
LRV was in motion; a _oolean value (NAVDAT} may be
included to indicate whether or not navigation data
are to be used in computing angles, and if this value
is ,.true", a time _must be supplied correspon4ing %0
the first data point in the set for which the LRV was
moving.
The main program organizes the control
information, and then enters a loop, in e_ch ,cycle of
which it reads one record from file EP_, and if th_
data in that record are to be plotted, passes the
data and required control information to subroutin_
ANTPAT.
Subroutine ANTPAT begins by drawing a set of x
and y axes and plotting a label indicating frequency
and component. The total angular range is div[_,tl
into equal intervals, based on the number of points
to be plotted. If navigation data are to bp used in
computing angular displacements, the number of
odometer counts at the beginning and end of the range
are obtained by invocations of function O DCI_T, and
their difference (ODCRAN) is computed. The first dB
value and the initial angle are converted to
rpctangular coordinates and the point is plot%e_. A
[
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loop is then entered, which continues until the last
data point has been plotted: the angle is
decremented (to give clockwise rotation) either by
the constant amount, or by using the result of an
invocation of ODCINT to determine a fraction of %he
total angle; rectangular coordinates are computed,
and the point is plotted; the index of the next value
is determined, using the supplied parameters.
?unction ODCINT is invoked with ow_e argument, a
time (T} in seconds. On the first entry a set of
times and corresponding left- and r ight-vheel
odometer counts are read from the card reader. For
each triple the time and the average of the counts
are saved. The value of the function is an odometer
count obtained by linear interpolatior, using T and
the arrays of times and corresponding average counts.
i
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Statistical Routines i
CALSTAT !
This program is used to compute various
statistics for each set of calibration data on file
STA_I: _he means and standard daviatio_s of the i
front-end noise: differences between the experimental
noise diode values (with and without amplification)
- and values for the same data obtained from earth-
based testing: the means and standard deviations o_ J
these differences.
The computations for front-end ,oise data ar_ i
straightforward, and should require no explanation.
Rost of the variable names begin with "F_.'. The
results of the calculations are written on _ORTRAN
logical eight, which is used as an auxilliary !
printer. 4
The calculations for the noise-diode data {with
and without amplification - "with" is indicated by
"PA" as part of the name of each variable involved}
involve computation of an earth-baspd value, using
linear interpolation according to temperature, of th_ i
v.c,o, frequenci.s given in table 4. The differ-nce
bptween the experimental and interpolated values is
computed: the remainder of the calculation consists
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I
transmitter noise diode noise _io_e
frequency • amplifier
66oF 112OF 66oF 112OF
1. 525.6 508.6 1167.7 1157.7
2. I 564.2 546.2 120R. 1208.
4. 593.3 566.] 1210. 1230.
R.1 694.8 682.8 1298.6 1304.6
16. 756.1 770.1 129].7 I]96.7
32.1 833.9 q88.9 1199.6 11qg.6
Table 4 - Calibration data obtained from
earth-based tests.
TXOSTAT
This routine and its associated subroutines
compute mean values and standard deviations for each
set of transmitter-off data on file STATI. Separate
statistics are calculated for periods when the rower
was stopped and in motion; in the latter case, values
for the Re-4 turn are excluded from the computations.
Each set of values is displayed twice: once in order
of increasing distance from the transmitter, and once
in oraer of Increasing LRV speed. The dB values are
also plotted versus LRV speed (if plots are not
required, subroutine TXPLOT is simply replaced by a
dummy routine).
A set of bounds, the same as the ]2. I megahertz
bounds input, but adjusted relative to the beqinning
of the 32. I megahertz range data rather than the
_,.ginninq of the turn data, is required as input.
These values are used by function STOPT in deciding
whether the rover was moving or stoppe_ for each
point within the FP-_ turn,
The statistical computations, which are performed
in the main program, are relatively straightforward
I
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4
and should not reguire explanation. Data for ranges
greater than 1667 metres ar_ omitted from all
calculations. A possibly confusing action is the
assianment of -I to certain elements of the speo_
array; the elements are those within the FP-q turn
for which _he LRV was in motion. The spee_ valu-s
for these elements are computed (meaninglessly) as
zero by LUNACPY5; the value of -I indicates to the
plotting routine that each such datum is to be
ignored.
Ordering of the data accor4ing to inc reasina
speed is accomplished by subroutine BURBLF, which
performs a bubblo sort. _ather than interchanging
elements within four parallel morays (one of speeds
and three of dB values) the routine uses an integer
array (IX) of eguival_nt size, supplied by the
calling program; IX(I) is initialized to I, an4 the
contents of IX are used as indirect addresses to the
actual data arrays, and it is these indices which are
interchanged. When the sort is complete, the
contents of IX indicate the order in which the other
arrays should be indexed to obtain the data in order
of increasing speeds.
The dR data are plotte_ versus speed by
subroutine TXPLOT, which is entered once for each
frequency. For each entry, three sets of labelled
axes are plotted (one for each receiving antenna)
within an 8.5 by 11 inch area. The appropriate data
points are then simply plotted on each set of axes.
VLBIBT
Thls program is used to compare results from the
VLBI: experiment with SEP navigation data ; the
comparison is done on the basis of distance from the
_ SFP transmitter.i
i
_: The 16 megahertz range data are read from file
; SC12, and ar array of corresponding tiles is
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control parameter. A parameter may also be s'_pplied
sppcifying a value to be added to each range value.
The VLBI times are converted from hours, minutes,
and seconds to seconds, and each pair of x and y
coordinates is converted to a distance. _n
inter?olated SEP range value is computed for each
_= VLB1" datum, using the time arrays; the difference
between VLBI and interpolated S?.P ran_es is
calculated, and summations are taken of the
differences and their squares, which yield the mean
difference and standard deviation.
If PLOT is set to tKu_ on the naaellst control
record, subroutine RTPLOT is called. The subroutine
plots a set of time and range axes, using the
supplied parameter SCALE, The SEP and VLBI ranges
are then plotted versus time in two simple loops.
1975007499-117
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A_u_zi!!_a_rX _out ines |
LUNIN, LUWIN2, LUNIN3
These subroutines are used to read data from
files SCII, SCI2, and SCI3 respectively. _loat_ng-
point data are returned to the invoklng routine in
the array _ATA {not to be confused with the stack,
altho,lgh most of the programs which invoke these
rou%inps use a portion of the stack for passing
data) ; flxed-point data are returned in array IDATA.
The label record in SCII contains various fiel_s, the
contents of which are passed to the invoking routine
through COMMON block LU_DAT. The label rec3rds of
the other files consist solely of text, which is
returned in IDATA.
The values in the fixed-point array TrDX are use_
to identify each record read from the input file.
The values are arranged in seventeen groups of three:
the first value in each group indicates the number of
records of that type which ar_ on the file; the
second and third values are used to select
alphanumeric identification from arrays TYPEI and
TYPE2 respectively. The alphanumeric identification
is returned in TYPE, and the second and thlr_ values
from TIDX are returne4 in ITYPE {both TYPE and TTYrE
are in LUNDAT).
LUNIN obtains the value of _ (the number of
values in each _-ecord other than the label record)
from the label record; the other two routines expect
: N to have been set by the invoking routine.
The logical variables FIRST and LAST are set to
true if the record read is the first or last of Its
type respectively (e. g, - the first of the twenty-
i four eight megahertz dR records).
$
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SF?LOT (DATPLT, _ASEL)
This routine (written by J. J. proctor, 1973) has
b_en modified in a number of ways:
(1) _B values may be plotted versus _.ither
wavelengths or _etres; the _ocision is made
by examining XSCALE: if it is less than ten
it is assumed to be the number of inches per
twenty-wavelength segment, while a value of
ten or greater is assumed to indicate the
number of inches per kilometre.
(2) Fntry point BASEL has been added in order to
allow a set of points to be plotte_ in
conjunction with each curve, using the same
(relative) plotter origin. This is for the
p,rpose of indicating a set of background
values for each curve.
(3) Low dB values are no longer set to zero.
Furthermore, the y-origin for _.ach curv _ is
now equivalent to (relative) zero dB, rather
than the integral minimum _B value. This was
necessary in order to keep the plot of
background values on the page.
(_) All the labels for individual curves, except
%he component identification, have been
elimlnated.
(5) A reference mark fez each curve is plotted on
_he y-axis, at a dR level s_t by the invok|ng
routine.
N.B. The entry point (THFPLT) and associated code
for plotting theoretical curves have not been
changed. However, sincP the program was
modified, no attempt has been made to verify
the integrit7 of this feature.
?
Nest of the code for the subroutine is concerned
with setting up the azes and labels, and with placing
v _
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a particular curve on the graph. The range axis
markings depend on the value of XSCALE, as described !
_ above, and extend from zero to the first multiple of
the chosen increment greater than the highest range 1
value in the data. A displacement is computed such
that curves on the graph will be equally spaced
• vertically. All these operations are performe_ on
entry at nATPLT, the entry point for plotting data
curves, if a n,w graph (not Just a new curve} is to
be plotted.
The curves themselves are plotted in a
straightforward manner, and a label is plotted at the
rlght-hand end of each, to provide component !
identification. After a component has been plotted,
i_ the parameters defining the position of the curve are i *
left unchanged until the next entry at DATPLT ;
therefore an entry at BASEL will result in the i
baseline points being plotted on the same set of
relative azes as the associated data curve. (If
BASEL is invoked at any other time, it will not
function properly.)
INTPOL
This is a general linear interpolation routine.
Zt accepts "input" arrays XI_ and TIN, and an array
lOUT, of values on the same scale as XIN, for which
interpolated values for ¥IN are required. The
_ results are placed in array ¥OUT, and parameters
"- NSTART and NPLOT are set to indicate which values in
YOUT are the result of successful interpolation, and
which are undefined due to the corresponding elements
_ of XOUT being out of the range of XIN.
FILTgB
This is a subroutine which accepts array A, and !
applies to its contents the filter whose coefficients !
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l
accumulation of sums, and its contents ar@ copied
into array A before return to the calling program.
PLINIT
i
This subroutine is used to systematize the
i. ltialization of the University of Toronto CALCOMP
software package. Presumably it will be of interest
only to users of that installation.
1975007499-121
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$CII, SCT2, SCI3
rach of these files begins with a label record.
The for|at of this record on file SC[I is given in
table 5. The label recor4s for the other two flies
are 2316 characters, consisting of 27 segments of 8_
characters each, followed by _8 characters of
paddlnq. Each 8_-character segment contains one card
image and four padding characters.
The next record in each file is the mod_ array,
Im format 38616. Each element is a three (_ecimai)
dlqit n_mber, _AR; the significance of the v_l,_s of
the digits is indicated in table 6. (The notations
Hfl" and "f2" in the table refer to transmitter-off
and calibration data descriptions given in t;ble 7.)
The format of all remaining records is 186V6. 1;
the contents of these records are given in tahle 7.







I6 nuaber of values in I
each succeedinq block t
Table 5 - Format of sex1 label record.
1975007499-122
_Follo 17 S_P - 13 ,.
-: N 1 rec_Lv,-_" :_r dat.a acquisition mode
:. 2 zeceiv_r _n synchronization
acquL;- _.*-i on mode
;
A I _ - _2.1 NHZ.; f2 = 16 _HZ.
2 fl _- _.1 RRz.; f2 - U RHz.
3 f'; _ 2.1 NHz.; f2 = 1 HHz.
R 0 .qy_chronization not rp.ceive._ "
I sy_chron£zation received
Table 6- Interpretation of mode data.
1975007499-123
Apollo 17 sF.p .- _4
1




1 x fl transmitter-of f
1 y f 1 transmitter°off
1 z fl transmitter-off
1 x f2 transmitter-off
1 y f2 trans|itter-o?f
1 z f2 transmltter-off
1 fl calibration- groun,t,._ i_;)ut
1 fl calibration - am vlifi_ noi_o
1 fl calibration - noi,_
1 f2 calibration - g_oundoJ input
1 f2 calibration - a_|ifit.d noise
1 f2 calibration - n,_._e
1 1 range *
1 x EW 1 dB
1 y _W 1 dR
1 2 Ptl 1 dR
1 x NS 1 d._.
1 y NS 1 dR
1 z NS 1 dR
1 2.1 range *
1 x l_V 2.1 4B
1 y _g 2. I dR
1 z _1/ 2. 1 dR
I x NS 2.1 dR
1 y WS 2.1 4.
1 z NS 2.1 dR
Table 7 - Record contehts on files SCT1, SCI2, an4
SCI3,






iApollo 17 S_P - ._5
Number _Re_c_zTx_. Fr_e_ Co nn.ten_t_
2 4 range *
2 x _W _ dB
2 y EW _ aR
2 z _W 4 dB
2 x NS _ dR
2 y NS 4 3B
2 z NS a dR |
a 8. 1 range *
IQ x EW S. 1 dBy FW 8.1 dRz EW 8.1 dBQ x NS 8. 1 dB
y NS 8.1 dB _
z NS 8. I dB
•L 8 16 range * j_
8 K _W 16 dB
8 y EW 16 dB }
8 z P.W 16 dB
8 x NS 16 dB _ ,
8 y NS 16 dB ]
R z NS 16 dB _
13 32. 1 range * _
13 x _W 32. I dB !
13 y _W 32. I dB :_
13 z F.W 32. I dB _ =
13 x MS _2. 1 dB
13 y NS 32. 1 dB _i
13 z WS 32. I dB
I
Table 7- Record contents on files ScI1, Sol2, an_
SCI3 (continued).
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SCIIA, SCI2A, SCI3A
These files are written in binary for._ (i.e. -
without format control) , and contain _B data
equivalent to that in files SCII, SZ_2, and SCI3
respectively. Each file begins with the same label
information as its parent file.
The remainder of each file consists of thirty-six
blocks of dB data; each block is of the form _iven in _
table 8. The _B _ata are interpolate.] values, at
intervals of 0. I wavelength, beginning at zero _
wavelengths; the maximus value of NDTS is one
thousand.
Position Contents




5 through floatlng-point : 0.0
RSTART •]
NSTART+4 floating-point: dB values
through
NPTS¢_





Apollo I"/ SRP - _7
L
++ STAT1
The six blocks which comprise this binary fil_
are summarized in table 9(a). The index r for tho
first two blocks selects tempera tu_ s and
corresponding ranges at successive intervals of 5._
seconds.
: For the remaining blocks, %he inde, I selects the
various data at successive limes [at varying
T+ intervals). Values of one through six for J select
data for frequencies I. 0 through ]2. I meg _hertz
respectively. The significance of K is _ n_icated in
table g[b) .
Block Contents Indexing
I TEMP (I) I<--386
2 RANGY (1) I<=38_
3 CAL(I,J,K) , NCAL(J,K) I<=NCAL (J, K)
J<=6
+ _ TXOFF(I,J,K) , NTXOFF(J,K) !<=NTXOFF(J,K)
J<=6
5 RANGE2 (T,J), NR (J') I<=NR (J')
J<=6
J'-1+(J-1)/2{
! 6 SPEED(I,J) T<=NR(J ')
i J<=6
Tanle 9(a) - Contents of file STATI. i4
1975007499-127
Apollo 17 SEP - 38
K TXOFF CAL
I x antenna grounded input
2 y antenna noise diod_ ,
•20dB amplification
3 Z antenna nois_ diode
Table 9(b) - Function of the in_o.x K for
transmitter-off and ca!ih_tion
arrays on file STATI.
EP_
This file contains range and dB data from file ,
SCI3. only for the region of the tur n a t FP-_
(specifically for the range values on tl,e interval i
Uq0 to 535 wetres, inclusive. There are _6 records
on the file, all of the sa_e form, but of varying






Apollo 17 SEP - ]9
_sale w_o_d_s_Conteats
F 1 frequency in megahertz





5: phi broadside _
6: zed broadside
YMIN I minimun and
YMAX 1 maximum dB values
N 1 number of range-dB pairs
_A_GF N range data
DB N dB data
Table 10 - _ecord format for file _Pa.
NAVI
This is actually a part of the card input data to
ANTENNA0. Any number of cards may be include_. Each
card contains three values: a time i_ seconds, and
corresponding riqht-frout- and left-tea r-whe_I
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0
C...,P, NTF,_Nt,.O.....PT, OT D_'rA r,Ro_ _'p-_ Tf)P_
C
C _STTMAT_S OF TII _' ANGLF _TW_["N TIIF ZnV AX_ AND TI_[_ l. IN'h: F_-'()_' _!_F
C L_V ",0 'rF_' S_P TilAN_W.ITT_r_.
C
C c;RVFN TNP(_ _KCC)RDS AR_ RF,QrII]vF,D: SIX _S D)_._CP]};_I)r!_LOW, _NI ,)_;r
C I_'_M_LTST (PL'rTD) PECOI_D, R_AD BY PL_NIT. "[N ADDTTTf)N, _':Y
C NIIMP_P (IF C_9[)_1 CONT._TNTHC. ,q_VIGATTC)N n,_.'A f_lHl'. FI';H_"- _N,')
C L;'_T-WCI'_FI ()_)M_T_I_ C(_"'¢TS IN FOR_'_.T .]RIO.O) MAY !.",!.I.{);;",HF "'1.'?_I'
C RRCORD.
C
C HAMFI, TS," (CNTT.)".
C
C IFRF,O - _,%SE TWO LOG C)c' RREOIII:.'I*ICYINO I)F,,F'AIJIT
C
C TCOI')P - (6) C(;DFS We)I)<'OMPONF,N!'S TO _F r)If)'['q_[:,[,_Dr,Fn ,,":':
C ._,ERowe,: r)_:_'A"L"_TX "_F,_(")FS.'F!_):'( _')D_C;AT'_.
C
C F _'TPF ¢_WOA C.C;In =
C
C _") 212 211
C PI)T 222 221
C 71"') 2_2 211
C
C _,0 - A_(_,LI_ FOi_ TBI_ I)IBST I_f)IN']':D_).'_%"IT ].II115",
C ARANGF, - _%NGIII.AF I.)TFFI_I_FNCF.R_71'WF'_)I_.II).'FTI'e'r ^)_D I.A':_, i'<_I_',:;
C '),".F'A"I T h.2R_lP
C
C BO"qDS - ,_IlRr.F PATRS O._ INDTCRS D_FINI))_; I)(':TNTST_) l_V Pl,O'r"I.'I;
C RACH "ATI) D_FTW_ TH_ PIRSq' AND I.AnT nF A _FOIIT'NC!'
C OR I_OT)IT.'_ TO P_ PI.O'rT_r)_ )¢0 .,FF'A"L";
C
C N_VD_'_' - fLt)t_TCAL) r)DOMPTF.I_ COII)¢T_ 'l'O [)F. )_ED (._OI.IJ.WTIoG'_I'_."
C PL'I'ID PI_CORD) _HD IJS_D IN COHPUT_TTON f_l"A)i+:II'":
C B_PA!!LT F)_LSg
C
C TI_,_) - (,_,Q.II_EI)IY NAVD_T IS ._I_',_)- ,'TMF ( 0_.'"C}',I.Fr)_.





F_;XI',*Lt Xf6nO), v(_OOJ, TTMN.(_:O0)
_I:I,AT *_ '_ZZPa (6)
[EAt*q _(6) / 6o_r &.4_]w 1.2_e 1.62, ._1 e ._:J_<a_, /
I_AI*8 PROG_I,M¢21 / °OOGP. ANT t , _I";NNA° /
TN'rF,G_I_*2 _O"NO(6, _"1. 80"_4D_(6)
Lf'K;,TCAL*I I)gCTD_(6o 6) / 3f, * .'J'_"P, /e _'AVDAT / .F;T._';_:. /
INTTC, FP*2 CO_P(6) / 212, 222, 2]2, 211, 221, _1 /
TNTF_FP*2 TCOMP(_)
C
_YA_FLIST / C_TL / !_.'), ICO_P, AOe AI_ANG_, TTM'n. !_("";,'t:_, _A_/Dt'r
C







BOnNDq (,11 = 0
10 CO_TTNU_
C
C GFm F_.OT/_,NCY INDTCATOR AN, COMPONF.NTR TO _LOe
C
BF.AD (StCNT[)
TZERO(T_RF30 • 1) = TI_0
DO 50 ,1 = 1,6
C
C IF A CO_IPONP.NT IS _oT YO B_. PLO_'_ED,








DO ROd = 1,fi










0 C !" - V.('._. ^nRAY
C
C N - NUHB)'_q OP POINT_ ]'N P Or_ !t
¢





C R}I_ 1 Q
C PHI 2 5
C _ED 3 ¢)
C
C P - DO),JND_ WT'I'ttT_ If: THP VALII_S I4(_(1)) - Tiff)(,))) tr;CI, tlr.'IV r
C I_(D(])) - H(B(_)) TNCLqSIVF
C A_¢I') HfT_(_)) - t)(_(6)) I_CT.,S_V_ _.P_. PIor_'I_ _.
c
C AO - TNI'rI4L kll#t£_ - DEFAOLTS TO Pl
C
C A_,_N_E - :+_NG_ oF ANGLES - DPPAIIL"e_ Tn 2*PT
C •
C
I:tEAL'I.P LAB(6) / )9ltrt F.Hn. eeePI[] ' _NP,)'e t_FD _')')).)e
)RtIO 9RD. o opHI q_D. o' °_F, fl F_PI)° /
ltP.AL*U _ ()¢), T(_)
THT_._P_*_ C0_1P(_,2) ! _, ?.211,769, 7.19, _.?._,_r._,




NRIT_(6.1000) ,). ].AR(,I(") ,) He P
C
C PLOT X AND Y AXC_ FC9 _P_llENCP,
C
CAI, I. PLOT(-U. , O. e ])
('ALl. PLOT( 6. , O, , 2)
CJ_I.L PLOP( 9, , _. , ':t)
CALL PLOT( O. , -_. • 2)
C
C PLOT LA_LS: F_OuPNCY _I)C_RPON?NT
C
CALL N_MB._R(-1.12• -5., .1IS, p• _., 11
CkLL SY.qPOL( qqq,, qqq,• .l_e 714 HHP, If• 0,. 7)
CALl. SYHIqOL( qqq.• qqq.• ,16• COqP(JC•I)• _., "1)
CALL SYHBOL( :)_.e :)qc).• .1Q• COlqP(OCe_)• _)., _)
C





Apol_)o 1"; _.),,-,. tit.
0
C
nA : #_,)_;t'. ! ((_(7) - _ (1)) + (_(t)) - Pft)) 4 (,,(_,) - T,I,,)) + ,,)
2n A=AO
X = )T(_(I)) * Cn_(^) * 0.1
_T_._(ke20,(SC) _(1), H()')(1))t A, X, Y
C'AI,T. SYMIh.)L(X, Y, .t)'7,low 0._ -1)
T_(T ._n. _f,)) + 1) ! = _(1)
ODCqT_, _, ODCT._T(_(_(1)))
(4
c _Nr) PLO? 'T')')_ ._X? vnz)q?
C
_ = _ - D_
_0 TO _r)
Un ._ = _C - A_Aq(:R * (OT}CYN'rf'r(1)) - ODCMT_T) / oD¢",_';
t_") IF(A .I,T. -1.1_'1_)g) ^ : A 4, 6.2R31R
X : I!IT) * COSf)t) $ _).1
Y - _ (X) , q_9(_) * no1
.PAT,T. SY_POL ()[, Yo ._7, 10, n., ..'?)
T-- T _ 1
'I'_(T .Rn. h(:_) * 11 )" = ,_(_1
TRi'T .1:'0. r,(_) . 11 I = _(5)




C r=D?FTN_ _')IT'TPI,O')"rRP o),'_r'IIN F_R A T)f)_ql),TE );_X'T' '_'l:'v;
C 'I')lP._ iC)9'tTRN
C
_.)0 CALL PLOT fl_, ")O, o.n, -I1
lnOO PC)I)_'.ATIm_. Fr).l_ ) ,_lI_., _, J_R_ * CO)*PON)')¢')') / 1)_, T_,, ) i)rl)t_:;)
. // IX, *Pnl.ql";)_ T_, * 'PO ), Tr_ /
. 7X, It,, ) !'0 *_ Tr) /
• _To )_Nr)** X_, ' "_.) ,) Ir)) * _ZTLI )'¢' )'!¢v'"*vl)))
20(5n FOPM^_|)O t UP°, 'TX, °AR(;I.R**"_X, *'_ fPLOT) ¥* /
'9), Ta, 2_', P_;.2_ 1)10.q, qv, ;.,) t)









C _ITH VALql_S FRO v T_q_" _'N._ _q EA'.-'"II.
C
:_AL *t_ "T_-_;G_-(_q_) e T_RP(3R6) _ C_'_{'_(?UC', f') _ C'_T_tleI_,",'|)
[:_AL*U _I_PA_P(61/-.217_, 0., O., .1t0_, .?_7¢,, -._;217 /
!,_^I*U, P_PAHP(6) / !1R2., 1208., l_).e t_q_o, 127_'., 1'_I. /








C' LOnP TtI_O!I(H! YREOIJF'_CI _q
C
bO !¢)_ ';P_RO = 1, fl
I_"t - 2 *" (T_'_'_¢ - 11
_TT_ (_,I_lrHI) lFo
rT  tno r,non)
BPA_II; - n. !





: ?'t_O] ]0 1"7 '.;YI, - tjq
L WFITR(Qp _0"10) _C,'_N, "GST_I
." I_0 C(':Nn_ ] k-t_
• RETU R1'._
;S • •_. i 10'_0 FORInt, T( t 1 t 1"_, ' _[17 C_T.TrtI"ATTON Cri_PhI'lqO_l ' /
,_ I . la_y., t_(_[_ DTODRI, ?aX, INOZ._ nJ'nDi.  2_ PH, &_,-.,.t
. 2(1_X, 'L_l_,%:',',SX, 'EAR._II', SX, 'Fr:Pn"',
:! . "_., ,r)(_.pt_nt_), ) I :)1' )
_. 200,'3 F'OP_AT(IX, 2(F1n.3, qX_, 2(4t_If).], 5X))
"_Onn _o_v,%'T(,-,, 7SX, 2(_'2X, '_F g_PnP = ,, Fln.:_) I
. _ . 26Y, 2(I_, '_T/%I_D_D DF,VT/%TI(_ff = ', _I0.31)
_O00 FOP_AT(I_._, FIO. _, a:(, 2_1'0._)
j: ! _Onn _Oli._'_T('-', l:Iv.,'M_4 = ', _I0._ I
• 20_. _STA_IgffI,D ")FVT/%T_ON = ', FI('_."I)
6000 FOR"AT('I', T_, ' _,i17. B._CKqPO"N; _' /




4, FTI T!_P 4,
S"BPO"TINR FILTRI?(A,Ne_,_,B )
C..N-I_(]I'_"r FIT T_ =0_ AW_AY 4,_' OF DIffW.NSION #N*, ITSTI_,;,.vt UTI,T!'P Cq"FP
C..IN AffRAY *F*. ARq_Y *}_* OF :)TMPNSI(_N *N* T." I!EED T,'_ _T,,'.'Y. _.'IL'Fr,C:) I.}"
C.. TRM"On _n TI,Y.
C















+ - i5 1
, t _ _
J
_ Apollo 17 ,';;:_' - ".h
"_ 1 _ (l) - B (x) +A (.TSIIi_+j)*P (J) r"
C
C..COPY P BACK IN_'O A.
. DO 3 I=K, L V
_, l A(T)-n(I)
' _, :%
,+; *COEPFICF,_T-R. W_,RF.: 'f. (7_, I_,Fg,tl/) ) ,_
:_ 5 WRTTF (_eG) M,N _"
} 'l'i * PC)IF_'S: PII,TEF_ R_O"RST IGI_ORI_D**/) .;
RRTTJRN _=
_,ND
$$$ $, w$*$$,$$$$**$ #* $, $*$$$ $_.$$*$$$$**$$$$*$$* $$_$ ,$$$,$$$$,$$ _$***,0 _._, ._
_: * GAPLOq' *.
$$$$NWsW,$NWWWSN,$_$$a,,$,$$$$,$*_k$$$$$Wi,$ai,$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_i,$4, $,$ d,,$$$$ 4,a,_,_,k,#a,
5IIBRO[I'_TNE _APLOT(FPEO, X, Y, He YM'IN, YHQ,Y, _IrC)_,[)
C
C PLOT BANG_ VS. I_V,CO_B _IU_Br.I_ AND V,C.O, VS, Ft._C'fH_l_ I_lI_hvh F'?), +
C DATA IN TI+IE A_P,,A OF TH_ TYYRN AT "EP,,-_
C
C
C FPi_O - Fl_F.O_P,NCY
C
_ C X - RANGE ARRAY
_. C. i
+ C Y " V.C,O, AffRAY
_. C _ - NIIHB]_r( OF VALnES TN X OR Y
C
:_ C YHTN - tqTqT,qr_Pl V,C,O, VAL_H_
C
::+ C YHAIf - lqkXIPl_YH V,C,O, VAI.U_
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C CH_CKS ARk' MII)_ PO_ B_GTHNINC AND _ND OP YINo
C
DO _0 J=I,N_'LOT
_'_ IP (XI _ (T) -Xn{)T (J)) I0,20, 30
C




20 YO_Iq' (J) =YI_ (t)
GO mO 50
C
_O IF(T.FQ.I) GO TO ]]












RRAL_'8 TYPR(2) , R,N, STTEe DIRP.CT, POPPEY, T/TI.E(11)
PF.AL't'_ DATk (12000) , PANGe(10CO), VCO(1OO0)
[_EAL$_ FR_.O(K) /I.0, 2.1, U.0, 8.1e 16.0, ]2.1 /
TNTEGP_ IDkTA(_00)
IHTBGF, N_ 2 TTYPP. (2)
LOGICAI._ PIRST, _,AST
E_)qZVALFNCR (DATA(I), IDATA(1))
CORRON /LUNDAT/ _ITLE, P.UN, SITF.e DT_F,C?, ?OP[_.V, ?YPF,
. I?_PE, We ?IPST, LAST
C
C
C _MkD LUNAR .gEP ¢IL? (%1) AHD PROD, C?. A ?TLF. OF VoC.O. DATA
C I_TPRPOI, ATED ,q_ INTPRVALS OF 0.1 WAVF.LENGTH
C T_I_ RAH(_R AND V.C.O. I%ATA ARF AccnP"LATRD TN APPAY "I_Aq'A".
1975007499-143
A_'_O]10 17 '1_:r' - r.tl
0 C IO_G IS T;IP IqDI.:YOF Tq _. N_XT RR_R, LOCA:'TnT_ rNrf_ Wll],i, 1,_'_r.
C MAY RR 9TOPED. TXX "IS TIIE INDEX OF THE CTPq'r r_.!,t:r.V_I'I';#
C AND IXY IS TH_ TNDEX 0? THE FIRST V.C.O. VAI."D:.
C
C
C READ AND WRITS THE LABEL nECORD,
C ']'HISRECORD CONTAINS N - TRR NYIRBR.ROF
C VALUES IN _ACI! SUBSFQUENT R_("ORD.
C
CALL LUNIN(DATA,, IDAT_, _,980, cqq0)
WRITE(6, 3000) T¥I:E
WPITR(6, 1000) SON, SIT_, DII_F,CT, FOPREV, TTTL_., R
gRITE(3) RgN, SITR., DIP.FCT, FOI_REV, TITI.?.,._
C






C CHECK FOP STACK OVEP?LOW BF,_ORP,READINC. TI_£ _FYT _F'f'_D.
C
2,) TF(TORG+N ,GT. 12000) GO TO 0,70
CALL LUNIR(DkTA(Ir)Rc_)• IDATA, _.980, _qR0)





C TIIIS S_CTTON !_ ENTRREI) t')_LY FO_
C RANGP, AND V,C,O, RECORI)S,
C
C
,0 WRITB[6, ]000) TYPE
IF (ITYPF (2) .EO. 6) GO ?0 60
C
(" ?OR R_NGP. DATA - ROVE IO._O TO POINT ONE LOCATION L_R.YONDTI',_.





IP(,NOT. LAST) e,O TO 20
C
C APT?,B READING _llR LAST RANGR BLOCK FOIL THIS P_.EOIIEHCY,,
C ?ILL ARRAY "RANGE" _ITII DISTANCES IN _?_._ COBPESPONbIN(;








"_ _pollo 17 *,,'.P - =,7
_,_1.*u DAT_(12000) , b?ANG_(IO00), VCO(1000)
_: _AT*0 FP_O(O) /1 O, 2.1, _ O, 8.1, 1_ _, 32 1 /
TNTFqF_*2 IT YPF',(2)
_- T,OC_TC_I,*_, FI_ m, L_T
_: _O)']VALENCT_ (DAT_(1), [DATA(I})
: COMMON /LtINDAT/ TTTL_, ["tiN, C_T _, DIF?CT, FOP_]+V, qYl'_:,][
.,_ . I'rYn?, N, ?TPST, LAST
C
C
_ C P.c:AD LUNA_ SET' F_t? (_2) ANt) PI_ODI]CI_ A FTLE OF V.C._. DATA
' C IN,'_IIPOLATED AT INTPqVAI, S OF O. 1 WAVFLFNGTII
i- C TRE t_A_GI" AND V.C.O. DAT_ ARP ACCq_"LATED IN APRA¥ "DATA".
C TORG TS THE INDEX OF "rT]_ NEXT ?RE_ TOCATIOq TN_'C)WHICII Drama
_- C MAY BP ST_.D. IXX TS THE IVDFX OF TH_ ?TRST BANGF. VAT."F, I
' C AND IX¥ I.q _'ll_. IwDEX OF ,'HE FIRST V.C.O. VAt.!IE.
4 c
C r_AD AND WRITE THE lk_FL _ECOIID.
C TH!rS t_F,CORD CONTA]'NS %1 - TII_ NUHB_R OF
C VAI."_S IN ?,ACH _IVB_O'IPNT RECORD•
C
" N--3R6
-: CALl. LUIIIN2(DA?A, Tt)ATA_, 8980, &q90)
- WRTTg(f.,, 3000) _¥PE
IIPIT?,(6, 10001 (IDATAIT), I"1, 297)
£





C CHF.CK FOB STACK OVP_FLOM BF,FOBB 9EADIN_ ?HE NRYT t*ECO_n,
£
20 TF(TO_G_W ,GT. 12000) GO TO 9?0
CALL L"NTN2(DATA(ZORG), IDATA_ _R0, G990)












++ • ++ +++ -+ +. +-_ ++ ......... +_++.......... + . + • + + +_+_'+
1975007499-149
< I!
Wpo!lo 17 ._._'._ - 60
,x C




lgOr_ 1"riP. k" |27 (lV, t 1_ V,/) )
_; ?Onn ._OR.=A'r(IO'e2A_, I lmI,.'CO_ _WZ_rJ_P *)
?o,ar _OPMATfz,Q.t2AR,, PPC'O._D RE&DI)
a')Ol" FOq_TIºILABEL="',_t'"'/ 'OPREO.= ',PS.l,' MRT.'/
_°- . 'nFI._ST POT{IT=',I_/ 'Or OP POZMT.q=',I_/
• ,n,. 10_10. _/99 (l't, lOPlO. 3/1 }
_ r,eoO ,':'O_MA"f'ONO_AL _Wr) O,_ JOfi')
'OOC F,_P_,T('O_.ND t'? ?TLP OCCII_I_ED VHTLF. WTTERP_TNG "at) pr.IA_ ,,
,_ . qECORD _)• 2_q,




"_" C F_Y _,P q_nrFL). JXY TS ";t_. TIWDFI( OF T,e Fl_TqT T_;%_(:r.:VALtlF,
C _4T) _','v T_ "ell_ TND_¥ 07 tuRF. FTP.",_' Y.C,O. VAL"P.
C
C
C +Ht.", PFCn+D ('O,_I"AT+/S N - TI_E: NwYI_B_.Io_
C
C_|.T T,"+JT_2(._TP.+ [DAT_.e r.')80, gg"}O)
CALl+ L'JNIN](DATA_ It)J%T_,_q_O# gOOD)
WP['_ (_, inn3) TYPF
WT,TT[:(F, lOP'O} (TD_TJ%(T}, I'1, _c_7)
C





C C_l?('KFOP 5TAC_ OVF_"FLOW nFFO_E RP,ALTR_ T,F ,_;ll:'X" FI'.'r"_RD. +i-
C
2_ IF¢'.',)Tr.._qT. 12000} G,._TO _70
CALl. L,,NIM2(.gA_fTCgG}, ;r_AT_, r,qHOe te,q_lO) /
TF(T'_yp_'(_. I .q_. n) :+





C THIS _CTXn.': TS _t4Tt.',F_ll nNLY PO_
C ,';.AP_(:-_"At:l) 7.C.q. _PCo_D_.
C
C
uO WRT'PP(6, 10n_) ?Y[':P
TP(Z_'¥PP(_.} ._0. 6} _,() TO (,0
C
C _'tlt_ _ANP,_ DATA - lq(W_. ZO._C.TO POTNT ONE LOCA,'_OK RFYONP, 'l'll_
C LAS" VAT.II_., ANI_ TNC,_RH'I,NT THP CA,IMT OP I_ANON [_LOCKS (M),
TF I'PTPW'P} TXXmIrIR(I ,+
]'n P,(;- tO ._(;• R
M:*'+ I
TF(.'_O_'. L4,qT} +:o Tn 20 ';
C AFYw" _'Al}tt_q 1'IF. LAST PAN(_P BLOCK YOP TIIXS I'_PonFwcY# i+_
C PTLI. APeJ_v "_ANGR n WZ'll /11[.q'PN('_St_ I_.P_;VPS COPi_'SeONDIN': !._
D
1975007499-151
_ ,_I_olln 1"7 ?;,I.'P - f,2
C lf_ h.1 W_Y:_T._'t';'?.'!I I_;CR_,_R_T';: 'rlf_N ¢OICPLTTP Td_' i'_,rl,-T,r_ ,_!.' I/_;_yt'::.
C
r_l -2_. :)7:)2",/"_F,O (ITVrP? (1) - _)










TF(I..L'?'. H) (;_) _'0 7.0
C
('A1.I ]N?",_.I. 1"00P?AIN _.('.0. VAL"'e.'q A'r _f_-'AL _AN_,F: T_;?_";_'i._:
C ",-fP, P!'_'it Y,_lI,rT_'-; ArfT, I._.".TI'IP_I_'I') ]1_ A_,I_AY "g(?_'o
C
N_J'AP_: 1
CAT.L I'._;"_POI(')A'_A(TYY.)e _)A?A(JXY).NP_.qTN_Pt, r:_,_'e VL't>, ,':.';_F,'_ '_'PL_'I_)
C
(..
T_(_]qTH1 .f,_'. _) q{'} "0 qn
vCO iT) =_'._
"70 ("nq_ T I_ITF
HO N_-'LTnl--'_'t.O"+ 1
'_F('_*'_'I'P1 ._;'['. 10_0) 6,)TO l_n
YC'OiT) =r_,_
1(10 NP¢'_ NPL_?-N R?_11
C VR_"rP RgAD_R TI'tP'ORPtA"PlflN A_ r) A._J_JkY _YCnn,
C




• (VCn(T) ,T- 1, leP'P._)
0
1975007499-152
.L _.... iI_ ........... mm m | • i_
1975007499-153
P1975007499-154
IT,O_TC_I,_I PFCTD_(6,6) / _6 * .',_I?T-:. /
NAHTI, IST / C_TL / IF_O, ICO_P
ROfITV/H,];NC_' (DAT_ (1), [D_,TA{1))
;_ C'OHY('_" /LVV._,'T_T/ _TTT, t', -_'vN, _ITF, DIRECT, PORP, EV, TYPe,
_" • TTY_Rw N, FIPSTw LAST
=" C
C ._,_-'_,T_ .r.y '_RT_'TNG DFF/IUL'r VALtTFS F¢')R COMPONENT SF:LFCTTON
C (Nr} CO_PON_;NTS), PF._D[NG CONTROL C_RDS, _ND SRTT[N_;




10100 ICO_P (J) --'{)
TDY='TPFO DO I,q126 ,I=1,_,
TC-- c:c_M_(J) !_
TF(_TC.P_).ICO'_P(I;)) _;0 T_] 10120 i
IC 110 COaTI.N;'7




C ._;_YP mHT" _,_B_I, 3[f',CK
C ':
C/XLT IUKTN2(DATA, [DATA, F.qR0, F,O901 ''
CALL T,"NTN'4(D_'r_, Tr)]%T_, n'*_O, g_) ;,
C (
C I.NTTTAI.T"Z_._T:IP S'I'AC_ I:
c ('
1f) IORG-- 1 i;
_4--A IiI
I.-O
20 I_ II,"_G*N "".,,,. 12000) ,In TO 9"/0
CALl, L"NTN?(DATA(T_G) , TD^n'B., _,,9_I(3,g_)
I_{T'_YPP{2) .NE. 5)
. CALl L"NTNI(1)AeA(TORr,), ]'!)A_%, gql_(), r.'lqO)











Tp (_ Tp_"') Iv y.-. Tn Rr,
_-M+I




C FTV'iD"P.ilF "()T'_TS _l('q LT!' t_i1'rWF1:"__,)¢'_,_ t:._r,M"""'._'"":
C THF.qV WTI.I, D'_ 'COPIED
C
DO qg T=TXX,q'_T_TN







G(_ TP(FIFS 'r) T_Y:-T,_.RG
TO_ = TOh(;+N
L=T.+I
TF(L .LT. M) c;O TO 2n





_g CON'I Nq _"
NCOM P=NCO,_P+ 1





C _DJ[I.RT mITR DATA VAI,I!_S 'PO _RI.ATIV_ DB, A_D _TNI}
C MAXT_I"M _D MINIM"M VAI,,"P._
C
DO 70 I=I,NP_S
bA.mA (TY) =D&T_ (TY) +I ]5.
TF(DATA(TY) ,T,T, ¥MIN) ¥MIN--PkTA(IY)






[F(N('_MF .(;T. 1) G_ To 7';
IC, X P"_,", = r(;X_N;) - 1
75 CON_I _"_
C
C WPTT_: O'VT T;i_ ACC"_V'L_rED DA_A
C
WhITe(1) P}'_'O(ITYDF(1)-5), WCOMP, YMIN. ¥H_X, N['_S,
. (DA.,_(1) , I-IC,Y,IO, XPND), (D_rA(1) , T=T(;Y,T,;VF_;})
C
C [_" mUIS k.'_.,;T_!;_SIXTI! CO_.PONFNT FOR THIS F_EOIIFRCY, ['RAI3
C nAN(_r: P_'rA T:_):_T qF ';PXT P_EO, RNC?: OTHFRWT_E P_:AC
C VCO D/_'!'.AFr)_ ."tl_ N_.XT COMI_OWPN'!'
C









C ALL I'POCEqqI*_r; Ch_PIET_D NORMALLY
C
980 I;I_T''v (6, _nnO)
C
C .'_REM_T"PE E_D f)W TNP"T FILP
C
Wq0 WRITE (6, &O00) '_YFW




1000 POPM_'T (27 (l_ e11_/) }
2000 FOPMA_[_O',2A_I, ' _FCORn SKIPPED _)
300(3 FORMAT('0_,PAq,' RECORD RF.AD _)
_000 POR_m('II,%BFL="',AR,_"'/ _0FBFQ.- _,F_.I,' MIIZ.'/
, IOFIRq" POINT=',II$/ 'Of eF POINTS,=',_U/
'0', I()FI0. I/Q9 (IX, 10_'I0.3/) )
5000 PORI_A_(tONOt_MAL END 01_ ,ION')
6000 FOP_m['PRND o_" vIIT OCC.R_F_D WHI_ _TPMP¢I_C, TO RF_D.,
2A_, ' R_CORD')








Apol]o 17 _r9 - ,,u
LO¢ICAT.*LI 1:] RSTe I AgT
1




nO 15 Y. = 1, 6
DO 10 ,I = I, 1Llr)
_/_._C,v'_(,J, '.{) = O.
DO _ L --- I, 3
C_LIJ, _, L) = e.
TXO_"F(,I, F., 1) = (1.
.. r_ C C,N_"T _;11"
la Cr_N'rIN- P
1 r, C¢IN"rTt, UF
C
C
?(I CALL I"}_IN2fD_TA(TOi.'G1, _I(IDP:,6o_0. _.qO0)
C
IT = I_'VP_ (1)
" q _ r,,) I"':0 Tn (2n, _e,, 1no, 20(I, .'t00, lln , 7.0, 20, 2n, 2n, , ,
C
C
C DVT,RTY, "_tE '_' .nT_T_ FgOM I_ACIt _L_MFNT OF Tql. MnI',F AI:_AY.
C
_0 CON'_TFIIr_
Dn £n T - 1, N
MonPIT) = Mr_P.(I} / In




(" TitF T,_:"I:'}"_A_'"R_, AI_PAY IS ICRIT._'_NO"T I_.MFDI&n'FI,'¢,
C




C t_RM_II,?Tt)L_ TX()_! e D_?A INTO _PRA¥ q'XOPFI
C NTI_OF"'(TFttl;'Oe _I) CONTAIN:] ?HF, MAY]_'_ K FOI;
C
200 TP(_TF_T) _ = 0




,,_. 7(:%hollo 17 '""" -
0
TF(M_I .CT. l} L - 1
nO 250 ; = 1, _;
TF_=O = ? * (a - _or)[M,c)I)F_(]), 1011 - 1.
NTXOFF(II-'PT'L:),M) -N"){OPF(TFI+EO, M)  I





C _OI.L,)W '"IIF.q/tM" PROCI.'r)I'R',m(10E_,III.TTI_I.T_v"_H_
C ('AIIBR _l'ION 9ATe.
C
3flO TF(=IPS'r) _ = _
U"l .": R_  1
TF(M _. .C.T. _) L = 1
DO _0 T : I, T'!
IFnEO -- ? * [tt - _().')(mODF(T), I0)) - L
NCAL (rFR=,O, 'I) = '_CAI. (TF_FQ, K) + I





C "lie P/%Nf;R A_R%Y _OR I RI{7..IS P/tTPRP W_n'H T.IT"
C " g.MPFnA'. I_" ARRAY.
C
q,eO IF f; rYT'_:(2) ._3. 6) (;0 TO 20
WR;'df]) fD/%T_(II, I = I, N)




C At'C"_"L&TF ]2 ,_IIZ. R_NGF BI.OCK_
C
r_hO IF(FTI':;") N_' -0
I"N = NN • N
TOR_ = TOr_C, + _I
IF(._oT. I.^ST) {;0 "_,o20
C
C
C r_.M"L'rTPLF.X TII_:PANC, F DATA TO _IA'_Cll'r}IECAT.]P{ _."'I.N
C AND "_X(_FF"AF,'ICAY_.
C
DO fO0 I = 7, N_, 1."1
IT = (I- m) / I] ,,.I




Apollo 1"7 S_P - 71
,)
N_(TFF_O) = ,_(I_;FEO) + 1
RANG_?(NPflP_'O), 2 * IFBFO ) = DA_A(T)
RANnE2(ffT_tlF_.01, _. * TF_EQ - 1) = D_TA(I)
_PE_.O(NR(TFREO), 2 * TF_O) =
• 1.2_aS6q * (_A_'A(I + 11 - DA_A(I - 1))
• T_REO - t) =SPt';ITD(NR(TF_9) , -.




C WRI.'rF_4'_D lIST TifF,C_LIBRATION, TX()_e, A_:_




WRITE (3) qPz_ ED
C
DO 700 IFRFO = I, ¢,
IFI_ = 2 ** (TF_FO - I)
N_ = _I;((TF_O - I) / 2 + I)
WRITE(6,10'_O) TFE, ( P_NGW2(Lw IF_EO),
• (CAL(L, TFREO, K), Z = 1, _)•






I00_ FORMAT{' n'_M'_AT"r _' // _.¢_{IX_ 15Ft_.I / ))
C
10_0 F(}RMA'I'(*OtTAq_FS _11I_ TM_tPERATVVi_E IIR_AYe // 2611_, 1_F_.1 t ))
C
• _TPAN,SMTTTFI+-OF, _' / 11X+ 'RANr,E', I_Y, ,(;I,,CtIMr>_,_,_,
t_O/S_ _'")Ole 10Y, INOI._E t , laX, oyt l_X ,ym I_X# _7 _















IN'P_C,_._,m2ITY.gAV / " /, LIPCNT / 0 /
C
C.OPMON /LqNPAT/ _'ITLP., R'YN, _,IT_., DI['_.('_.,F_:';'-V,
. _YPF, T_YP_, N
C
C PLAG_ _'01_ TRP.IPr)t_A.nY "_AP
C
LOGICAl,*1 ?RAP / .FAL';F,. /, gKTr, / .FAt:;_. /
C
C
C G_ (N._X_) IN_U'_ ._CORD
C
20 CALL T,rYNIq (DA_A, TP_A, 6gO0, _500)
21 CONTI N"P
I? (,NOT. qKTP)
, e,O T¢) _I0
C FLSE
IY(I_YPR(1) .NF,. 1)
• (;0 TO 2O
C VL_R
TFfLIqCNT .LF,. _)




22 WRITE(6, 25} YYPE
25 POI_RAT('O<(( "e 2AA,, m >>>. / 2Y)
P.8 LIWCN? • LIWCM_ ¢ 16
GO TO 80
30 YP(ITYPlq,(1) .LE. 3 .0_, TTYP_.(2) ,WE, IYY._A¥)
. WRITP,(6, _} TYPg
]5 PO_AT('I(<< ', 2A8, ' >>>' / 2X)
0
++ ......... ++ _ ....
1975007499-162
iJ
_!.,o]1o 1+7 ._"P - 7_
t.I_CN" -- 3
TTY,q4V = ,'rYP'.,1, I:
C
C Cl}On.q_ Ar_Pr_oP[¢IA"l'E nqT_q_ Pn_AT |i _
!
ilC
qn 1"PI'I'T'YP£(1) - 2) 1,30, 2_Pe 30P. •• i
C I.
1On 1_PIT'(6 w 10S1 _vVNw.• _iTff'_:w DIPF, C_w POPPY're TT'T'L"' _! I
1_5 Fr_F_AT (*t3RtlN *e ,"_f_ / tO_T'P_ t,, A#', / 't"DE],F:f*IT,}._: '4, ,_r. /
. *0', A_, * TT?ANFRI'r,_'_Pe / *t_*, 1OA_+4, ,_t+ / ,,
'0' T_ * P(_TN"T'.¢;* )• • IP
C
C (:H_CF PqP 4]_A¥ (1V"."_F'T.()V
C
TP(_ ,;;.r', _2'_)
. N = R) =,
£ |
C C(+P_'J,'/'_ ._"ffP,+_ t)t,," LT;<P.+-, i+.,+.o,,tr_.:+*.'r,r t.r,+.'rt,_,+ l"
C
, / ''+ ') + _ t
C I.
?rI_P T,) ',F:_Tt?IC'P P_INTO,"t" !.C TEFP,)_ A t_Y
IF' ('re A_)








• ,_0 TO 20
C
W_IT_(6, 1000)
It_!TP,,(_. 225) (Tt)A'_W(T). T=I,N)
22_ W'O'mWIW'P(_M(1X. 1517 / 1_ 1X. lr_YT)
_0 _'0 2,')
C












'4PT'P_ (6 e l_) 'PY_F.
T.T_C_'r --- ]
J20 W_TT_ (_,, 1,3t)O)
VilTn'_(&, 1'_0) (DA'I'A(I), r-l,_)
_r,O r01_MA,T(_la (1X, 1_L'7.1 / ), 1Y, 1",P7.1)
{;0 Tr_ 2.')
C
C i_"'i'I;I_r'flT',_'q r_¢lpF')IC')P FII_ ('OND.x"Tq)'_
C
_qO WR In.'F (f,, z_I'))
qlO )nRMA?(*-RORM_L FNI; OF" 911K D)'I')CT)'Dt)
6;,n,'?n_f_t).
C
_00 W)T'PF'(F., _I I)









C PI;Or, FAI* TO Ll.qq' L'NA8 !)ATA
C
R_AT.*q TTTLg(11), ,_"N_ _ITP., DI_(TT, [_,'_gP, V_, 'rvPl.'(2)
_E_I.*u DATA(H2q)
_r,qT)_'_FR*_ TDq'rk (R25)









CC vROq FTI, F _ 1
C '_F_'!'>TN'_o,_'.._TTO '' _V q'HU COrny P"Of;,N%M
C
C RF,,Vr,_ Nt'.",=l_Tq;' (.'_"'3 e, ,_l,:; R._')D'P. FD A_ INPH _', _IY A'." ._"::t" ;""'




.. , e;, o I.. _t +C Ip_':O - F:,'PO+tgNC¥ T',',)TCA+'-'_ (I,_.,.. ) I ,: n "_.'l,"('v)
C _,) a': l: _"LT
C
C XFIN - ,"T_ITfq,_ W_Vr,'[,ENRTP "0. ,+g I'LO.'TFrt, '_k_A"l.. '' n.q
C gM&X - ,,._;_XTm.M R&_l_.l,g_lG,'ta n'n t'_ PT.O."TT.'.D, DFt'r,".'!" 19g.('
C
C yM_v - _)['{"_'_ (_:"T,_nr'IVg) D_ VAI'I_ TO _,r r,l.qT]<[: ' nr.'_,'l';"',T _ 7._
C
C TCOMP - _t:{_Y C1= CO.'_P¢)NENTS "0 itF _LO'T_D e 0 r ,,_.,rr, r-!; .:-_ ::t.n
C CO[)_'g FOP m'l"lCO_PONgNT.N 4_':
C
C ]NDFT'J _ r_No_D._IOq
C
C _.O 212 711
C P '-IT 222 221
C ,_'n 2_2 2 11
C
C FIL _ - (Lr_¢;TCAI,) P/T,TP,,_IN(;q".O"T'_D, D_:_'_"TT .F.4_._,..
C.
C COl'IFF - FTt.T_ c' C¢')glPI_[C]_NT:_.,OR _,ER_Y.g '1"OI)AD TI{}:ARFAY
C me) 100 _I,E"IRN"S (COF,FFICIFN,',_ qllOfltD ql". L!.'FT-UITSQTFI,_"
C .TN Tl!_ A{%NA'f, PO2 DF,I_AItt,T.g SF.P, Dr_CI,J%I'ATTCN ¢}I" ['_gv:l'F
C
C NCOPPF - N'vI_BRR OF ._:rLTEI)COEI_=TCII",NTS, DFPA'II,T 11
C
l&+ • , r+C PFF - R'_LATTVg DO VAL n_ _tT WHTCIt A 9mFl"RE .( l- _ A:iF l T{' l<':
C PI,O_"FD ON _"I+_ Y #YTS, ,r)F_tli_ tlS.0
C
(-l
, , . L ?:
1975007499-170
W__ _vo!lo 17 s'r' - .1





,'tFAI,W_I T rTL'_(?) / 2*' ' /
P_AI.*Lt VC,)(lO_n) , r.'AN(IE(IO00), kapr(l('C,r_)
_E._I*4 _'O'r_q(_) I a _, , ' I
pp. AL.L{ XI, TM((,,j_) / (..3._n 16.0, ]2.0, (n.n _{,,.l¢_q.q /
RF/tL*tI YMAFP. Ir,) I ¢,.ln'_.n /
._EAL*_ PEF
_,FAL*tt CO_'FF (lOq) I-.0,_2_, .nO_1, .OttO, 5, .121_, . _O"t_,
• . )t_0, .PO7_a, .121 n, .Oatt%, .0_1, -. ,
ql,n.n /
T_'_P,_,EP*_ t")v{_(') t 212, 222, 2"*2, 211, 221, 231 I
IN_'FIf;F._*_IFRr'3, TCOMP(&) , cr_F'P_
TN"_.(;FR*(_ NCOEFFI 11 /
..,Pl-_(_/F* .'-'^'Sl,O(ilft.L'=1 DEC.IDIC(,'_,6)/]6*.T_'VF./, T'T'' ) . .. F,/
I,O(;IC?!,*l POTH, _Tl"
N_!ri.I£T IFPEO/ TFP.FO, Y._!P., X'_AX, Y'_.AY, ICO_P, _'II'r, C',r"i'F,
C

























_,pollo 17 _=P - _2









TF{_'_.T,4 •GT• Xr,T,(IPX,1)) XT,TMfTnX,1)=XMT_S
IRfXMA_' •LT. XLTM(In_.2)) XLTM(TDX,2)=XMAX
IF(Y_f •L'T. YMAXqfID]()) YMA_S(TDR)=VMA%
• FII'Tm F (TDX) =RTLT
,_]r ('O'ITINmP
5 70 DX=O





















_ST= IF/X (xRI 4* 10. O+ I. 3)
l_p'rr=T_IX (YMA_*It). 0_0.5)
? C
C LOOP THI_O,P.H C(')_ PONPNTn
C
DO _PO J=1,6










/Apollo I"I _T.'I'- _U
C
C I,_FO - _ll_,OrI_NCY T_I_IC_TOR (r_AS_;2 I,C_Gn? F_F:O'TPN('Y)
C _IO _ FAUT.T
C
C )fMTN - MINI_IIM WAVEL_N_TF TO qF PTnq'n'rD, nF3?AUI.T 0.9
C
C )f_4AX - _XT_IUM WAVr,L_Nr,TI, "PO rR PLO'2mED, DEFAIII.-' lOt.r,
c i_
C Y,VA)_ - _'IAXIMrIM {_LATTVI?.) PB VAI.IIP ,_0 IXF PI,O_'m-'D, _££A'IL_" ,.7.r_
C
¢ ICOMP - ARRAY CR COMI)ONENTS TO BE P LOT _ _L P _ ()_ _P_(_FS _t_ r ?_ _ _
C 'r_l_ ARI_AY O,'ITTO f FLLIWENTSe DF_'ATVL_"r, z_r,C)F,5 I'
C COnE_ FOq T_!_ CoMPONFNTS ARE: t!
c !;
-_ C RN D[.'T_,_. BRO_ r.SIDE Ic !I
C _ :| f) 2 12 2 11 1t/
C P;tI 22? 221
C Z_D 212 211
C
C FTLT - (I.()_ICAT.) PTLPEPTN_ PF:OIITHFD_ DERAUI,_" .7AI SF. }[i
C
C C_,_'FF - FTI,'"RI_CO_FPTCIF.NTS, OR _'.'POI':._To PAD TH' APRA¥
; C T) 100 FT.,RMRNTS (COEFF]CI_,_T_ .RIInUI,D HE I.PFT-,InSTIFI_# l
-i C IN ?qE A_R_Y, FOR DF,_AIIL'PSSF_ n_ULARAq')(IN o_ COFFF I
C Ii C NCnFF_" - q,lqnF,n oF _II,'PER CO_._FICIP,.NTS, PFPAI?I.'_ 11
C
C _.P - RRf.AT[V_ r)_ VALUE AT WH]'CI! A REFF;HENCR MAPI( T.S mO i'F,
+ C ['I,(_TTL?,I)ON _'H;_.7 ._IS_ DE_'AqI._" _Ir_.n
• C
C AF_r,I_F - A'3Sr)L'T._ DP VAL'E CORRESPO_!DINC, _'0 R_.P+ I)EFA_II I/5._
C




HEAI,*F_ TITLE(2) 1 2** _ /
PE_I,*U vcr)(IO00), R^_IOE{IO00) _ WORI((IOf)O)
: REAL*a YI01_.(6,?) / _,*0,0, 16 0_ 32,0, _.(; O, |_'10,'),,"1 t° •
RR_.T_*L_ Y'_AX_(6) / f,*lO0,O /
i_ZAt_n PEF
R}':_L*_ YMIN, XM_X, ?MAY
_',Al,ea CORFF(IO01 /-.O021t .00_I, .0_, .12JD, ,2C7_,
• .2_0, ,207P, .12.11_, o0_a_, .00_1, -.0r)2!,
, q_*O. n /
TNmI:_R'_ COMP(_) / 21_., 222, 2.12_ 211_ 221, 2tl /
1975007499-174
K
_: Apollo 17 ._.p.,. . _,r,,
U
LO_,TCAL*I P,rCTD:_(_,c,} II_**TPIIF.I, FTT.T{?F(6)/G*.FAL';F'./ ;I
'_ LOGICS, L*/ F,_Tll, _'TIT
_- . NCOI,:FP, _:_.F, NO'_F;S, AB_:p,_F' "_
; C TNTTT/_LI?,_ _,;UIY Ant_AY
C
_,_N_t.? (T] =0.1 *'."t,O _7 {T-l)
"i', r, C_TI t:n_
C _:










C PFAD PLOTTTNq PA'_AM._T_Lg
r"





i IFfTC ._0. TCO_r, fK)) P,n 'Pn I?_
: 110 C_NTI NIIP
= l)_Cl DP fIDa(,aJ = • _& ISP._.
-_ 120 C.ONTI NIt_
i IFfXMIN ._IT. XL/_(TDX,1)) XLTR(IBX,1),,,XRTN
IPfXM_' .LT. YLIq(TnX,2)) XLTP(II)X,2)=XM_)r
"_ TP(YMAX .LT. YM&X._(TOXIt ¥_AXS(IDX) zY_X




; C TI_I_I_LT?? PLO?m _.R
,_ C
CkLL PLYNT? (*O_ P,,ICR, LIINA_ tl
0J
1975007499-175
AP('J!]') 17 ';' - ";_
_;_ C I.nOP ?IIPOq_l_ _RZO"_'!CT_
C
C












IF(NA+NP .GT,3) GO TO _6_
Br)TII=.TI;"E.
UP F,RG-CP ERG +'_B
560 COIf_T N.F
MST: IPl} (XMI _I,I0.D* I,5)
_,PT=iFIX (X_AX*IO. O ” ˜ 5)
C
C LOOP TIIPO.GH COMPONFN_'S
C
DO 5HO J=l,&
TF(DF,CIDR(I,3)) GO 'vO _6_
PFAD (3, rF D=_')"))
(;.0_'0 5_0
%63 _FAD(3e_.ND--_ga) TITI, R(1) , F,I_Sn',_P.'r,(VCO(K) eK=I,NVT)
DO 5_;_ }(=I.NPT
II'(VCO(K) .qT. Y,_AX_;(T}) I_S'V=K+l
5(_5 CONT INII_'
C
C CO,IPU.CF,PIDST POIN? ANO NqPBF_ f_F POrNT_ T_ I_l",Pl,o,'T_n
C
NS'=MAXf) (_IS_,MS',")
NP'1'=q INO (NPT, _p'r)-NRT+I
C
C FILTEI_ IF RI'O'!_STFI_
C
IF(PII, TP_'(I)) CALl FTI.TRR(VCO(NST),WnT,¢o_'r'F,NCORI'I,wnRF)
C
C PLO_" 'T'FTF CnRVE
C
CALI, DATPLT(TITI,_',NCTFR_CPP,_q,6.1B, I_.O,CO_"(J),VCO(_!':I) ,




_rm1!o 17 fi"P . u_
C
¢
(: R'_O 21_2 211
C _"_IT 222 221
C "_'_ _:t2 2tl
C
C T;_'" - RET.ATTVF ")R V_LII_ AT WttTCH A P'P:'.V":'FhC;':Mr_"F T:; "_, ,'I<
C PL(]T_P, t)_ THE Y _ITR, I1EFA.LT ar,.O
C
C AF_:_C_' - _,'t.'-;:_LqT?. DB Y/%LI,P CO_2_¢;pOND]W(: "0 PPr;, P," .:'.%." L" ur.
C
C N_"FS - ";' TO 32 CH_'_ACTW"S OF J%NNO'I'ATT_'_,_4(1 pWF_'tI.T
C
C
!<_AT*_ Tyr_v(2), PTIN, "rTE, DYR_.CT, POPPF'V, "T'PLF(11)
"FAI*a DAT_(1200t)) , PAW_R(IO_O), VCO(ltl_r)
P_A!*_ FP_)(&) 11.0, 2.1, _.0, n.1, 16.0, 32.1 t
TNTF_;FF*2 TTYPF.(2)
_-:O',]VAIvNCE (;),%T_(1) , TDAT_(1))





tOc.ZCAIo*l _)_C_[_W (6,6)/t_,.,,.,',I,,%/,ROTH (_)
PlA_I_L_S_/CNTL/Tm_TF._ _,X914, XM_I,,¥ 4_X, TCO_q", _P_, NO'r_:S,_.I'S,_F?"
r_q]uON /L'INDAT/ "I"ITT.V, _,"_, S_T_a, DI[4ECT, FnI_TtEVa,TYP_w









DO 1010 r_ J-1.'%
1P1_0 Ycn_r, (J) =O
(.




[117= I TRnOt 1
nn 1:_12( _ 3=1,,,
Te= CriMP(,?)
_o 1r, 11n K=l,r)




r q1-_ ",TN A_TD "_'_X")_Nr" e ._,Mr_ MJi_ W;(_ Ff}R "'ifT._ ('OMPf_I;_'""
C
IP (X_ IPZ.n'r.XLTM (T!),v,,I)) "XI.I_(TOX, I) =._,_TN
TY (Y,_AX. L'r.X I.I9(TD.v,_) ) X tI_ (TgX, 2) =',(MAX





.",,r) 1(12£_ 3-1, ),
Tr'(n"("I_T'(T'Y(,,T )1 '_ (EP_) =_'A(II_X).I
I_(D_-'CI_r(T,,'}Y.J_,3)) RB(TDX):,_I_(IDX),_?
I_C)_tl (TDX) -. ?._tI_',
I_'(NA (II}Y)_,._lqlT')X).n'r.])BO'PI_(IDX)=,PJ_I._.,
_:) If _ t(_ h ,|--'1 • 11
.r._IP:_TIIIIE)X)I _;:)TO lO).r,_
C"_'I'(: IT_){,J+ _1":;llJ (I:_Y)
(_tl 'TI) 1__ th3
1(*2 r,C t"PR_d (I:,X_,J )=q & (T_]()_,('i(TgX)
C!,p_(;(1"_X.J, }I--('PTW_(X_){,,1|
1(' 3nn ('f)NTTI_""
1C_,D8 CO_'I" I NIl _.'




CALl _L I NT'r ( ' ')c_qT_._ICR, _"_ AP t)
C
C 9_,_P '_!lT tknF1, _ECO_D
C
('._LI I.IINTN2(r}I_?A, TD&?ll, _.qs_,, &qO01
WWTT_ (_,, lt)fl_) '_'VF'e
Wr,TT_(6_ lO_n) (IDA?_.(I)_ I_el_ 2q't)
C
C TNI'TATI_ '_';l_ _IT_CR RRY'ORP PE_DTNG _ANq _ tIAT_
1975007499-179
_n_llo 1"? ¢;,'1' o "_r"
,$ C
1 n rn,_-- 1
L--'_
2.0 i_fTl'lll:+_ .';_. 12_n) _l,) TO ki70
e,'Xl,t TIY._I42(_I"',%IT'IL,) , It')A'_'P, _','l>_ln, eoea_)
l_l_Py-_ll) .t!+ +. _) r.n 'rn 2,_
C
C
l+IlmyP vl2) . " ;.. ,,) _(I +0 f_O
C
C IC('llm'fjZ. tl!! "1_Ni;'_ ."tl,iq("t;'i
C
II IPTI_.qT) !l I-- T'I _r;
ZOI_G= Ti'i _ i";t,N
M--_.+ I
rF¢o_ZCq". L_.qT) <;0 q'r+ 2'._
T_TOWI,=t'++I'Cfl P) +R fl) -_) 12qq. Tq2r_
_l_CP.¢AP--+'
C
C FTIiI, :+A_IC;.: V/%L,':q _'7'C RR n_IZTT_D
C
llt'_ 115 I=liNtIT';II
IPInP+s'IIITI.+I!._lg.P +) (l?l TO r,o
111fltll Pi" N XBG.I pi 1
_74 it) =YM"ow_, ft)+%_'41++1 •_.¢_1
ll5 COqTT +_E
qf) l' PI_ y'r = _Iy ttl'i,AI_i. 1
l_q'l ' ' * T++'_y1"
C liP+l+'-', "a "..'.'ilP_ ttV COP+PHFg._IlI_ +1tt!, IFPA¥
?
_'_ I_f I I.- T _TA+Tt NpT._ IN
DA'!'#t ( 7_X_1 "_. _'rnwt,* (_TA (Y) +3. ni













r 'IAT,o,, lo !"1 _;"" ql
._l#J,
L,
C ,_,CCtt"ttL_n'P_.., VCQ BI.P,CK_
c lC ;q Tr(_TTq"'} T4Y---I'OI_G
T(_PC:= i 0" G+'-I
L=L+I
I_([ .T_r. M) qf_ n'O 2'_
IDZ--T'rypE (1) -q
,_COPP= ,_C'O9 P+ 1
r
C I"IND TTJr L_q? V_LT#._' q_=o_r '7'!E(IAPm k_!_ An,T'R_" ['74VP,IU Z<z
C To _, FE!_"IV'; _#'AT,?
(-
! "?=T){ y+ _TXqC;,An-1
_0 70 T=Tv.y, [v
7F COX_Fl :a,,e
T _.','¢"yP = T Xy + _;" _,;_I,
I STA P,"r= T(1{_(;- 'qv._(; Ap
C
C ('(IMPRr',q.q "7_ VCO _ATA, ._D,T_,g'PING







l_PLOT=I gX+_( B_;_r'+ _IYA;;A9- I
IV--TYy
C
C OMIT VhTrI.q:;O{;T';IP_ TrlP.O_;T_,P P.OIrND.q
C
Do nO ]X--NX,NPLO_
IF(DATA (TX). [T.I{LIM(ID)_,I) .OP.D_T_(IF} .qT.YMAX'; (T,qX))














...... - , +i
Itlhcl]l()I l "'+'I'- '+.;
" _ 1"
L" !'I,,:q"H _' t'II:+VF
C
' ('_LT. I_"'!>'tT(_'YriT"I NCI'r,'F''" "'> ('("#1'(''('(_w'l:) •+,( _ "]p_ (.TDY, RC(.II_I"),G. IP w I_. 0,, ,
i . DATA (NSTY) ,!i,'iTA(NS'F_) ,NPTS, I, 17., I. I, I-',_p (IDY) ,+ . _"F,/i Plqi'_F)
C TF ""]q W/%C; 'rl?!_qlv'li CO'4PONFNT, GF'r It N"W }.'lie," ArT,_,Y, t,,'l_,!,vr<!
' ! t" t;_]_', A V('O %IPR.%Y T:F;P,TIIP 'IEX" CCi_PONF'_I."
/ ! ('
• | c
I 1%t, TP(L't': 'r) ;;n "l In
l T (lI?i] : lTV
" i T,_-q
<t q," '_) 2;"
. [ ..
I ," ';-'it"; _,,r,;y _'(]"i'R,"AI.I.
E
; t c-
" ! "17n W r+]" ;.'(6 ,7 C>(_Oi
('(l ',",) :'lq:i
I C
i _j _,"_r!'_l C'_M"I, PrIqN
i _,.+_W',I'rF (F,, SO',_1)
i (3(] "' ("I tt (1 'CI
+ i c"
i C ?I:m_IkTTI!V, _N _ o _' P'II.l_ ("_AP,':'" TN,'PTIT)
II
I C
I_ ,InO WIvT'_+ (++,. hOP')) 'PVl"_




1 ,_(t,"_ I.'(1l,'_A'T(97 (Iv, I 1_ il/))
7 ( _ L_ P F(lt.,'l_"_/O(_ll.-+_"l/l }I_C(_I[_r) qKIP"_D')
!n")O POPM,IT(iO',2% _,,' i'_('ORO 2EAD °)
iionn FO;_,%q'(,II+A._L='ii,A',I,o"o/ o_pll_O.-- o,_5. I, . •
• ,r,I;II+'IT T_t+'N':o,rll/ °Oil OF POTNT;:-',I_£/
. '0', 1,)F1 ''l. I/.'i:I(1X, IOFIO. _Jl))
r-,nnO I_()R_A"IIooNoI_w/IL I,'NP OF ,it)B0)
fn,'_O FORM't'F(,n-IND ,)'P _'Ill_ OCC'IRIiRP WI#II.I +', '%TTFMI_T 'q', 'tO f:t Itl/ 1,
l't
• 21XPt,, I R...+CORDO)







o_ C _,O"_r"'Ir _'0 pL:)'r q'.:? DA'% "!THO"GI_ "){F '_,v,_v A" )),-_) Vq ,_,'_.,,)- ,,).'v ;.,:
L !9"_G Tq T_!F [r_):V OF' q'!iY '_EKT F!'t: r_ I, OCA?I('_ _.NT(, iZil('! ' ?_".t
I ," ;_'_v ?T' (;TO_'.'_,. TXY T.'; roT,?' I_DF'_" OF T[IF _T:"',';' i'.'"';' Vt, T,U', | ', , ND IYV l; ,",iv V_DF_ 0,':' !Tv. FTPqT Y.C.O. V_'k))! ,'.
C qgV_'_ "_'ANVLTq? C_HDS A_)': ,q_.c)T)TRVD ,%S TNPT'T, .('T_( h'; L,)".('("I'TI_!": ')
C F_T,(")W,hNP C):,)F!'_Lq'T'OCAnD _S _FSC)'I['_,')')":Pl.'"_':'.
C
C N_._E1, IS- / C_'L t
(,
r TV;il.'O - i-'RFO)v.n'NC'{ TNDTC_T_ (F_S[' ") I.(')q :)T" _). :.{,,_)T'_:('Y)
C N:} DFF _()L?
i C T('qYP - A_%Y CF ('i3_IPnNFN'VS 'I'O g;_ DI,OT'T,'_, (', 7F"{_r:" _f) ?r.n(" TiI_: ._PI_AY O'_T TO _ FI._,_ENT:_, D}!"¢')T _ " 7).':'.() L''"
I C C(')DF'=F(3I_"rHF COHPON!.'."I'1'n,._R"':
C
C
( _t,3 217 211
C n:lI 222 221
C 7F_'_ 2_ 231
C
C
FE_I*P TY_r_(2) _ I_rIN,SIT_, DT_CT, FO_I_._'),, "I_T,_(11)
qTAT,*" D,_O,;_(2) / )OOGP.JCR _, )G_P m /
G"_AT,*_ n_']',_(12000) , qANG_(IO00), VCc)(lO,_)
TNTEP, F_* 2 f_'YP_ f2)
I.O(;TCAT,*tl FI4_T, L_.S'I'
TNTF, G_*2 IC,)_tP (6)
I_?r,,:_*7 Cr_Mnf4) f 212,222,232,211,221,2_1 /
T,OGICA?,*I DF_CT_(_,6] I 1_ * .TP"F:. /








AI,ollo I"P., .... ,' - '!
c
, $
' * I,U P,')%P I.T") *
C
C
C :?OWrlrNF T') PL<.)," LrYMA.n S,.'r, DAT/t FR_ F'TLE ,i..>: )
C ,ALUF. _ WITI! 510. M. <': o,_N(:)2 <= 520. M.
C APE DEI, ETZD t_,_F_PE PI, O."T'IN_;.
C
C TRAI_SMI''FP-O_'F DATA ANP, PT.O'rTED ._S k BASEII_L" I.'F)P_.'_,Cll('r,F,l'_,r:_''.
C
C TH p RA4GF, A_n V.C.O. D_T_. A._P ACC.MV*LATF, D _J AI'T,AY ,*t_'rA,,.
,7 IOPG IS TH _' T,_D'"Y OF T,I_. ,_r',('_FRER LOCATTO;' TN'(: WH_<'h Dt_'A
C MAY B_ ST()RET). lAX IS TIIF: INDEX OF TIIE PIR.°,T ?A'd(;.-7VAI."I', :.
C _ND TXY IS THR INDRX 0_: TIIF,VlRST V.C.O. VA!.IIE.
',
C SEVE_; ,_*AMELTqT CARDS AR'e,_t.;,)UIRF.DAS INPTIT. qTX AS t)',;':(')_Iv"D
C _ET,OW,, AND 04F. PL'rTD CARD AS D_SCRIBED IR t_I.T_llT.
C
"_ C
C NA_PLTS'r I CNTL I
C
cf TFREO - F_,"._'_'VENCY..,..,.TNDICATOR (BASE 2 l,O,]OF" I-_Z_,:IIF';:('Y)
C NO DP I-'A,, LT
C
C XMTY, - MYFIM"M AND _%,V.TM"M RAISe.V,VAL"F,S TO t;F'l)],r''T"I),7'
C YMAX WAVEI. RNt'_THS I_ VgWL = .TRUE,, O'!_FPWT.q _" IH 4_1],_c;
C D_F'_"LTS: O.Oe IOn,O
C
C YMAX - MAYI_')'_ (RF,I.ATIVR) DB V_L R TO P= PLOTTFI), DI',,'A')I,"-_7. r
C
... (_,., 'r(, I,/' D" ICOMP - A_,_AY OF COMPONENTS 90 EF PLOTTEr), np ZI-',i_' "
r THE ARPAY O'I'P TO _ ELEMI:IN.'PS_ ")_.AUL',' :, -.!,tcr)r,:




C PHo 212 211
C PtlI 222 221
C _D 2_17 2_I
C
C V.RWL - (LOGICAL) II_ TR"_ (DEFA"LT), D8 VAL"RS 2:";"_),vrT,';I'
C VS. I_AN(:_, IN WAVt'IEN_T_.q, OTHV, RWTSV, VS. :gAb:t;'',
(D
1975007499-187
._ AT:ol In 17 ';r:i' - _
_L
•j_ C T i_ M_T PI.":.
L
C
,',. _t:'._.-. - ' '";,_'.," TV'R, r;n "V':'.["t,':',,_q' WHTL"_ A FPI':rP",l:rl';( "t: ..:,_,• IV, "/'(_ r',V
C PT,C_'r,_:) (,_ FH'; Y /_T:;e DEFA"L'r _r..O
C
C AT_.%F,_:r' - _q_nt, rlTF D'I Vr_Iotv!.: COr'!Ij.:SP_NDTNG "0 "_]'F, h'-'I'/',ttTT /.lr.O IC
C T,,O'rFS - ,in "0 "_2 CbTARAC'rPp:; NP' ANNDTATT,')N, D'O P,t"T;;'."T,"" !
C. j •C
_T'_F: TYPe'(2), _TT._, _T'I'p, PTF.'T'cT, FNT_Pt""_, 'r]TT'.'111) t
r."AI,*U D._'Af!2(]O0) , _ANGP(IOn_), VCO(lOn_)
.t-"AT<'I.I I'AN(:V._)(II_O,&), TY.OFF(IIlO, 6_, ]) II









I,(_GTCAT,* I D'.'.r[.OF'(_,,/_) /IA$. TR,F. I_ ".407}!(6)
I,O(_TC_L$1 V.'3,41,/ .T_,I_. /
('O"I_'E)N /]"NgA'r/ TT'TLL', "{"_, qTT_', DTP=C'r_ !'_;_'[,_V, "rY' t.,
• _; F[I)RT I,/_,_TT'rY_" P,, ,
C
C
Dn lOr, f_e T=I,_,
C
















L_pol 1() 17 g:_ - ln."
I_]
T',?T'Y'I'= 1
_' = ":I':( (I"r. - 11 / 2 + 1)
yMT{,:/L -- FP!'('(TP _) / _)g. Tq2r"
Dr) 7r,UO(; r -- I, q
TP(T _'_Gt'2(I,T_'R) .LT. YI.T_(T_rel) / Y_'"O':'T- I.) _;.'j"_',?(_UC5
TF'(pAy('F_I,,'_n% .r',',.'q,]_(IFR,?) / XMTnWI - _.) ,:_ ':r ,,r,!t_
TP(!:AK(;_2{T, Ivn') .qE. r'lO,.) _0 ','n202nn
A,, 11_) + "4.1 * Y""n_l
_AN(; 2fLY'_T,T'_) - (Rk ..... 2(],
p,r) "';I_I; 1 = I, 1
.'T'X(_T",'F'(T,_ t'v''', ,, T1_',Ti, J') _ _YlI!"Y" (':r TI".Pw,T) + 1l";,,,
:[ ,g(] _'n "20 4Sn :
2r_'_'n TF{,r'AT"_,t';"{I,t_'",'% .T._. qpn.) nO TO 20r_,_n !
"_:(:'F2(T_I'_? TP':) "(f_A:l{:v_(], TPP) + 3,) * Y'_OL,;L
Iv:T:_'(T_rXr, I b'_, ,11 "-_vn_PfT, TFF, J) + t_r,.
'/," :_;n Cc_FTt_tt_'
2( _Sn _:mlT,:-) : Tx_"X_"
T'_I'y r1" -- T_X m 4" 1
C
c T%r';x.I',"_'; 1'!1_ nl. eTTr:R
C"
C_L]. l'T I_lrT(° }ng_.JCRoL'V'4AI _ o)
'_=_ ,,
("
C P'_AT_ _'I_E LA_L P_CO_D
C
CAT.I I,TI'_I_2(DA''A, TnAq'A,,,_.gqO, _,QQo)
Wi.'r'r_'(F,,ln")O) 'rYrr,
_'_TT._(_, InOq) (TDATA(T), I=1_ 2q?)
C





2n T_'fIOr_(;+N._. 120001 nO I'0 O?O
CALl, T.IrNIN2(r%_?A (It)pC,), Tr)A'PA_, _,:n_O,,r,qqO)
IP(T"rYPV(1) .IR. 5) _0 TO 20
C
C
T_ (t .'rVPF'(2) . !?,.). 6) 0,0 ?0 60
(,










; C' , v._-_.R t *_". _h."!' _ '''_
" e 2 _I|'_, e $ _ , i , t {
• t ?;, _1!',, e • * 17 _l}4g.. t /
i
r Oll_?_,' t i_ i,_ r.,L ;]_,'- e$
'! _",AL*" TYr"'t_) i ' '' *V. • ".' / :
C T.'_p,L* _a TIIN, :_,T_I, n[_T¢'r, R_I_V, 'TTTI._f11),, TYT'T (2)
._ {-
r 1 1 2, 1 1 _, 2y_;_'"GI-'."* ; '_:'_._ |1,17) t 1, 1, • * • ' ' ' :
f • l o 'l
• I,_, lr, e ( ,2it, _a, 6, _, 10, r,,





C (-I-_MwC_N[_T._("R W_'l" p,'gT._*.IP, D nl_9'l_
COMMON IL't?.IDA",I TI_I.'R* *' * _ '






Apnllo 17 4pp o I_ r,
0
C
C R_,CO RD Cc111",I',.".r'_ ._
C
INTI":¢_Pt'I TPLK /17/, _2RC /18/
C
C P_'_IN _Y,('vJ'ABt_ COI_R
C
C ItE._FT RECOR_ COUN'PF.R
C
F? RS'P: _A T.S_.
IR_¢ _ IRRC + I
I._(IREC .L_.. TIDX(IelBLK|)





ItlLK = II_LK + I
TFfT_LK .GT. 1"/)
• TBLK = 1
TTYP_,(1) - 9TI}X(2, IBII{)




C S_I._CT APPR_PRTATF. .RTCORD TY_P,
C









200 _An(Q, 2000, RNP_=915) (IPA._(T), T-I, N?
O0 TO 9,_:1
C
C ALL OTII_R 't'YPI.:R
C
300 FEAD(_. 3000, _._r)--9.35) (hAWAii), I = I, K)
C,O TO q ri_
C
C END OP F!rl._CORDITTO_S
C
C PW_DICTABLE
C ( LAPEL PFCO]_D _XPECrRD )





Apollo 17 ';_'P - 107
. '16 MII?,. e, '_2 MH_. ' /
(-.
RE_t._R _¥r_2(6) / = e =q_p. 0, tTFP OFF =,
• oIO _ o, oRANG _ o, or. (-. O.o /
C
_._AI.*R _IvN, ST_F, DIREC'_, FO_REV, TTTLEf11), "r'vpF(2)
C
C TNDICES TO ",ypv ARP_Y_
C
INTqGRP_J TT_ (3,, 17) / 1, 1, I, 1, 2, 1, 1, -_, 2,
. 6, _, 3, 6, r,, 4, I, _, r_,
• 6, 6, 6, I, 7, '), _, 7, 6,
• 2, R, q, IP, R, f', q, q, _,
. 24, 9, 6, _, 10, r,, qS# I0, _.,









C COMMON BLOCK FOP R_TYYRNRD D_.TA
C
COMMON /LIvNO_T/ TITLE, RWN, SITEw nT_r:C_, ]:()t_r£V,Tynr,




INTEG?,P*U IFLK /17/, TREC /78/
C
C RRGTR E_ECUTARLE CODE
C
C RESET PFCO_ COgNm_R
C




T_T,N ='fOLK '*' 1
TF(TBLI( ,tiT. 17)
: . IBLK = t
Tq'¥PP,(1) • TID_(2, TBIK)




Al,o]lo 17 q_P- 1P_












2_0 PEAD(_, _._(%0, EN')=q_5) (IDAn'A (T) , T-I, :')
GO TO n_Q
C
C ALL OTI'FP TYV_S
300 PFAD((I, _30C., ,_N[_='_) (DATA(T), T = I, ")
C
C F.ND OF FII,_ CONDITIONS
C
C PR_DICe'A PL _
C ( I.ADRL I_C,)PD EXP_Cn'P,D )





C ( NON-LA_,_L _P.CORD EXP_CTPD )
C ( => MIDI)I._ OF A IIUN )
C










1000 PO_q_4A'I' (27 (11k_1)
2000 FOI_tA'P (_ (2. OOI_) )
'+ 3000 YO_lAT(r,_ (200P&.I|)




Apollo 17 _,'I'- 11_
INTF,GFB*2 TTYP_(2)
C
¢ CO*q,qONRLO('K FOP. P_'r'VIRN_D D_?A
C
('OMMON /LIIHDAq"/ TTTLF,, RUN, STTE, DIPPCq', FCI,"!'V, '_YPL,
• TTYP_, _I# FT_ST, IA.r;,_ I!_
C
C ._cr)PD COqNT FP._
C
I?;T_GF._*/4I_LK /17/, Ir_RC /7RI
C




F.I"_ S'=. F,_LS F.
Irr_£C = IR_C + 1





IRLK : TRLK ¢ 1
IFfTTDXf],IBI,K) ,EO. q)
, IBl.I( = Tr_LK 4. 1
Tle(It_LK .GT. 17)
, IPLK -- 1
TTYPF(1) = 'rtllX(2. IBLK)
ITYPEI2) = TIDX(], IDIK)
TYPE(l) " TlfPF,I(ITYPF,(1))
C TYPk(2) = TYPE2(ITYPZ(2)) I_
C SELF,Cq' APPI_P,PI_ATE RIrCORD ?YPF,
C
In I_{_I_L_'- 2) Inf), 200 e 300
C I-
c . AD .R.Fco
C




200 RI_AD|2,2OOt),ENDzgqe_) (XDAq'&(T) I Tel, ") !;GO To non
C





Apoll.o 17 _FP - 113
************************************************************************
$
* PLT W./"I' $
,I, 4,
Sll_Y_flVI'V'TN_ ELl'NIT (N!.,_F}
C PT.O'rT_;B TNTTTALZ_ATTO_I ANP qTT'P
RF'AL'I'tl NAI"]?..(LI) ,TNT'I'te.,'I'C_'/
LOGICAL 7TP/.'r_q£./
R_AL*P COD_/'_C._._I/_IO'/, _'Trlp (S) /r,$ ' o/,_ILA_,K/, ,/
DATA L]'HIY,PLTLP_IePAG@ID/gO, 20.,, 11. /
NAI_PL]S'_ IPL_T_/ TI_TT,.CO_P.e_P'PMP,.LZI_'[T,.PL']'T._N,PA_W_,?T]"









CALl. PT.TPAG (_A_W TP.)




C...$,$$ N£,,J'p. ,I,,I,$$$..I].qE THIS .qunPofI'PTNP. ORLY TN l_l_r}I_tl¢'¢TO._; l.'_..',lOVt" R("i_
CALl. SY_ttOL (XeY,Z,TBCPeANGI.EeN}
RI_"r'TY_N
$$$ $$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$ $$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$m$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$ $$ $$$$$$$$
$ RTPLO,_ _,
$ $
$$$ $$$ $#,$*$ $$$ s$$$ $$ $, $$$$$,m,.$$$$$$ $$$_ $, $$$ $$., $$ ,$ $ $$ #,$, $,_$,. $,m,$.$. $,$
SU_I_OIITTN_ RTPLO_
C
RRAL,I,, S/_(30881, _'1'(10qe), VR(2565}, VT(2'_;_)
C(ll'l_nl_ / RLOCK / S_, .q_., VI_, VT, SCALP.
0
1975007499-203
• ill ...... !
_ ',r' __ .... L .............. I I l • . u i i _ _ II "-- I tl '
Apollo 1"/ _E[ _ - 11u
C TNXq'TALY_,_ 'vllF _LCYT":'_ _OFq'W_RF AND LOCAL VAPTAP.LF;.q.
C (TS 1S PF_tlT_ED LATEg,, PO_ _PAHTNC TRP TY_ AXIS.)
C
CALL PI, TNIT (o QQG_. 1_AN_S. ')
RC=I. / SCALE
TORG : P,TNTfANAXI(STI_IORR), VY(2565)) * SC') • I.
T-- A_N_(_HTqI(ST(I), VT(I)) * SO)
YS= _'
C
C DP.A',I T_F R'A.q(';P.AXIS.
C
C'ALL PLO_(t!., T_,_G- T, '_)
P = AI_TtAHAXI(qR(3OSA). V_t(2565)) * SC} + 1.
CALL SYI_BOL(R, 'PORG- T, ,07. 6, -90.. -2)
= r PIY(_) - I
X= I_
C
C AND T,_F,L I?.
C
DO 20 t = 1,
X = X- 1.
CALL SYmBOL(X, ?C}RO - T, .07, 1), O.e -1)
CALL NnHBlq.fltX - .1_1, TORG - T 4' .07, .07, X * _CALI_e _., -1)
20 CON'rI It,e.
C_LL SY_BOL(R * .h. YORG - T .2, .lq, I[_ANf_E (RI_T_P.e.) ' . 0.. III)
C
C ?DEIITIP¥ THY, TWO PL_TS: S_P IS i StlLTD LTNR; +LPI ].q SOLTD
C AND RAPKED R? A SYRBOL A'P P.VI_|Y IOOI'pH POXIIY
C
CALL PLO'P(R - 2.. ToRt;- T * 2.1_. ])
CALL PLOT(W - 2.. TOt_G- _' - _.II_ 2)
CAIL SYP_tlLfR- 2.07. TOll(; -Y- 3.6, .II_, ISEP'e "30.. 1)
CALL SYI_DOL(It - 2.2,, 'JL'OR(]" 1' - 2.11 e .01, O, 11., -1)
CALL SY_I_OL(I_ - 2.2. T_)ItG -Y - 2. q..01, 0. 0.. -2)
CALL SYI"BOL(R - 2.2. TORtl " ?- 3.II. .03. it. 0., "2)
CALL SYP.BOL(I_ - 2.2?. T(IR(_ - T " ._.6, .I@. 'VLR$'. "_0., _)
C
C LABIq.L T_T_ 'PI_HIqAXZS.
C
CALL SYPlBt)L(-.3_I. (YOR_I - Y) * .5..lqt ,'v]rRl_ (S_¢'O_ID_)'. -qO..elll )
tt • Zl_Tx(Yon_ - _) - 1
110 U(1 T = 1,, N
T_'?  1,
CALL .';¥H_('}L(O., TORG " Y, .07, 13, q0., -1)





AOollo 17 _[.'*'- 11r,
C A_D ?_.PN D_AW IT.
C
CALL _VM_OL(0., TOPr, -1, . 1o, ,0?e _, 180., -1)
('WL[ PLOT(0., _OPC,- T_ t _)
C
C _OVF TO TH_ T'TP_? SFP ?OTNT, AW_ 'Y'H_'_DI'_W THE t[NF.
C
CALL ptr_'(s__fl) • SO, TO_,; - ST(1) • _C, 3)
DO t_r_ T = 2e _0_H
CALL PLOT(SR(I) • SC, TORO - ST(T) • .°,C, 2)
60 CONTI NUF
C
C PLOT 'r_ VL_3T DATA WTT_ A _Y_POL AT P.V._.PY 100,'{{ FOI",'_.
C
CALL SYMROL(V.q(1) • _C, _ORO - VT(1) • _C, .0_, O, 0., -1)
nO RO I = 2, 25_
IPfMonrl, 100) .FG. 1) _0 TO 7(',
CALL nLOT(V_|I) • SC, TOR_ - VT(T) • _C, ?)
_,O TO ._0
70 CALL ._Y_BOL(VR(1) • _C, TOPG- Vq'(1) * _C, ,03, O. _., -2)
RO CONTIIJOE




• SP, PLOT •
• ••oo4_•, _••••••••• *••• ••0'0••I¢*•••4_•'4)•••00'•_••t• •*•*•••V•dJ** •V* ••*••0•
gftD_O"TT NR ._I_,PLOTfTITL_, qOT_,S ,CPgRG ,,_ CAJ.F, YSCA LI'.,¢,-'0_]'t[I•T_,v1'_/•
• TNDFX, r_, g I, LT1, g 2,1.T2, _ITE, Pill(, l_IHqO, I_F, Art°._ EP)
C
C PLOT OF _TT_E_ _RFOR_TTCAL OP _XP_,RIM_N?AL _EP DACe.
C WRTTTEN RY ,I.J. nROCTOR, _PPZ_(_ 1973. ,ffTV_P._ITY CF _OP,_;TO.
C
C TI?LE • PLOT TTTLE (16 DIGIT_)
C MOTPS = ADDITIONAL NOq'gS (32 DIGITS)
C CPBEG = CIJ_V_.R PIgS G_APH (<_ 6)
C _.¢C_LF = Nn_l_n' oY T_lCtlS/._ P_ 20.0 WL (6.1 o I5 _ANU_Fn)
C YSC,sI, F. = q;JqRER OIe YNC_41q_ P_P COlLIYlq POR T.IN_AR P1.C'T._ (_ _.),,
C = DP p_l_ IN_1! POB DR PLOTS (•> _.)









At,ollo 17 '.:PP - 121




,I = I_ * r + C(TPR)
. .A_I_. J .I.T. r_(1) )
. .Of,. ( ,T .a_'. _(_)





C r,R()(:qA_vt3 CO.'ir'.'%I_E "P;%N_YlTT_,'R-_FF _AT_
C WTT'! API'ROXI_ATE LRV SPFI'IT).
C
(" F)NP TI_'PTITC_RD IS RFO'IIRRD, CONeAINIMG .';IX f;I'rI":";V_,[.ll:'_Ire
" _OPWAT 615; 'I'tIEqK VAT.'Y_q SIlOvvtP IIF TH_ SAWF A._;"r!l,_ "_,O_V_p._'''T"q"
C TI!_ _2, I _tt_,, T?_PIJT TO A_?P?'PAO.
qt' C
qMO(]) _S¢._013), _80S0(I)RRAI.*a SST{}) _
R_'AL*_I RANP,P.(I_O, f_), SPEEb(lkO_ fl), TXOFP(laO, _,_ ]1
R_M..*tI _XOP_(laO, 6, l), SROF$(3) _ ._STI_S(3)
_I_.ALIt* SS'_'q.3(]) t SMt)RSQ(3)
TI_TK_;F'R*_*NTXO_P(6, 3) , NR(1) _ INDEX (laO)
I.O0,'rC ^1.* I S"_q PT
IOGICAI.*I S_¢l.'rCl!
C
CO._MOH /BOt!N CS/ ROll,r)
C
C







Ar,ollo 17 ;_F,P - 12U
0
1975007499-214
,_o1 lo 1"7 '.;"_'_ - 12r,
, ?VPI.O? *
_Ttl_l_OtITINE TXcI.n?($, "l'%X. T'_Y, _'7., H, TrY)
C
_AI.*_I SIN), TXlr(M}, 'rXY(._),, '_X_|N)
5CAT._(AIm_,) = .1 * _ARG  11'_.)
C
C O_,',_ T't r' ,ql_-v_O A._._
C
X = 6.
C_.LI. ,_Y'_BnL(X, TXn_G(T), .n?, 6, -toO., -21
C
it0 I0 T = I, 5
X= X- 1.
I',O t_ 3 = 1, _
¢_l,I. SYM_OL(X, 'Y'KOP_(J), .07, 13, O., -1)
A C()N?TNTIE
CALL Hf_P_F:HfX" .105, -.2, .07, X, 0., 1)
10 cnH?INU _
C._LL _YRB_IL(1.5, -.5, .118, 22Ht_'V 5P?':_D (M. / R_'C'.), (_., 22)
C
I_0 I_1J = I, 3
CA_L Pl.f)'P(O.,_Xn1_(J)_ !)
CILI. ,qY,"IROL(O., 'I'X(1R_I(J) * 2._, .07, G, n., -2)
C
C AHD Y._R_I[, TH_q
C
110 20 'Y = 1, )
CP,I,L ._l@l_BOt(O., ?xnnO(,11 + 3- I:, ,07, 1_, 'i_.,, -11






Apollo 17 ._;_.p- 126
@
CALl, _YMBOL(-.36, _., .Ig w 29HTPANSMITT_._.-OFF (DEM.). _.L.., 22)
C
C LABEL THE OI_APH
C
CALL NU_IRE_()., 9.16, .ltS# PtOAT(IPR), 0,, -1)
CALL ._Y_BOLtgqq., t_._., .I_. IRII r4Hz. APOI.LO 17, 0., IN)
C
C PLOT TTI_.DAT& POINTS
C
nOlO I= I, N
I_(S(7) .LT. 0.) GO TO _0
CALL S¥;ABOL(S(T), SC;LL_(TXX(1)) + 6., .07, _, n., -I)
CALL SYPBOL(SIT), SCALP,(TXY(1)) + )., .07, _), 0., -I)
CALL SYMBOL(S(1), SCALE(?XZ(I)) , .07, B, 0., -I)
UO CO_ITINn.F
C
C MOVF ON TO B_.GIN A POSSIBLE NEW )"I.O_
C






C PROGRAM TO COiePA_E VLBI r)ATA WI'TI!SED NAVIGATIO_ DATA. VI,BI DAT_
C MAY BE EITHER lAID,N- OR LOW-SPEED; SLP DA'_A APE O,_TAINED t.'I;OM IF!'
C 16 MVtg. RAI_GE APRAY ON !tILE .eCl2w ANt) CO_P.=.qFO_DT_O, TTMF',S AP,_
C O_NFRA'eFD TN_PR_ALL v.
C
C ONE '_AMT'T,IST {CNTt) CON_rIL CABD IS RP,OUI_EI):
C
+ C YO - TIM_ (bM) OF PT_T I_ MHZ. RANGR POINT.
C RO - DI.qTANCE OF FIRST 16 MH_,. PANtiE POINT PROM
C SEP TiI AN.qMT_"P ER.
C STA_ - {BOOLEAII} OnTP,tT COBPARI._ON STATISTICS,
C PLO'_ - ([_OOLIqAM) PLOT RANOP,S FOR VLBI ANP _P VS. TIME.
C SCAL_ - INDICATK_ H't.MBE_ OP PF_RS ANII IO(I-WAVPI, F,N_TH I_:T_VP1S








,_polln 11 SPP - 12_t
IF(PLOT) CALl. }_TPIO'r
TF(.NOT. _TA "P) aO mn _
,TqT -- I
c
C 5KTP ALl, VLLII TTMFS W't1Ct! A?F LF,SS "_{A_! "FrP _'T_t';'T ,;T,:_ ,f,Tvi.i.
C
TIO F,P J = 1, 2%{,r,
Tr (I/T(,|).c,E. ST(1) ) q_ TO 6&
J.qT = aFT ¢ 1
6(_ CflN" "[_:TIF
C





C FO_ FACl; VI,?T _'IME-PAN(;E aAT"
¢
C
C" 1_Tblfl"HR ,AI_ O]e S_p TIMP_ WHTCH B_ACKPT 'T'[I_. V'.;_TTIM'.
¢
DN ?0 I( : T, !08fl
ZF(VT(J) .t"[. s'rTK)) C,O TO 80
70 C_NTI_IIR
Ge _O 9_
80 I = K
II = T - 1
C
C COMP"TE AN TNTEt_POY,AT_D SEP I_ANC.Pe AND ,'IRE DIFFFF¢t_CP .'+F.TW!P:'4
C IT AND THF. VY.BT RAMR_., AN_ ZI_CIt_RP.N'e ",}_ _IIM riP' DI|;'_'.'..z,Pf_'Ct.;_ANt:
C TllF, S"M 0[.' SO"AR_S CP DIPFFRPNCRS.
C
n = S.(IT) + (SnfT) - S.(IT)) * (v,'(a) - ._T(TI)_
• / (_T(T) - _TfIT))
D = We_(a) -
re- _ Tp
S: S ¢ P*1_
Ile(_OD(LTN, _0) ._0. O) WRT'_P(&, 2.80)
BnTTEIG. _O0) V1(a), VRIJ), P, T)
1,1N " T.TN ¢ 1
:)_ CONTTN"_
C
C CC}P_P"_'_TItP: Meliq AN9 ,RTANDABP i_EVIAf'¢(_N.
C
_5 _ " r. / I, IN
q • S013"(S I I_LOA?(I_N- 1})
0
1975007499-218




. 7X, *VT._T TTHE'. _# 'VLB'f _AqGV e,
@
300 FOR_'_T{'IOX, P¢_.0, ¢}_, F6.0, nX, F7.2_ 8_ FT._)
SO0 FOWMAT('-S'!MfDIFP'.) /, H : *, F?.2 /
'OSO[¢T(qrlq(PIFF. ** 2) I (H * 1)) : *, 1_7._J)
lr_nO FoP_/_Tf2oO_G. 1_6A6)

























e _ ,.. //it ,'
HFMOP_%',!T_ Ju].y >'q, 197u
Te : nis_ribution
_PCH: J.C. _ylaarsdan
SUPJFC_:Mo_Iflcations to da+a on tape SE_D09
As ,_scrlbe@ in Watts' memorandum of July 2,
Iq7_, a processing error during generation 9f data
tapas SEPD07 through S_PDIO resulted _I t)t_. IOSS Of
s,all amounts of d_ ,lata for U, 8.1, 16, and 32.1
p_gahertz. These losses l_._d to erroneous
correlation of th_ _.n @ata with th_ range
information, which was processed correc*ly. This
• _morandu_ describes a procedure for pro:|.icin1 a set
of data which is correctly matche3, by re_uving range
_.ata corresponding the the dR data which wer_ lost.
In the context of my report (%pollo 17 S_P )ata
_ro_osslnq - July 197_] the proces._Lng is performe_
by program L_ACP¥6, using file _C12 a_ in_u_. Th_
modified data are designated as file sCT2_; this file
is of _xactly th- same format as file SCI2, and
contains all the same data, except for tho changes
d_scrJhed. File SCT2_ is intended as a replacement
for file SCI2 in any of the processln_ f_nctions
described in the report. (_owever, st, ca some of the
stssl,g lata occurred during the turn at _P-_, no
processinq by LIINAPLT_, LUNACPYt_. or _.NT_qN_O was
attempted, ana non_. is reccommended using the
mo_ifi_ _ata.)
The followinq is a recapttula_ion of farts'
description of the error, Incl_dlnq one Item which
was not explained in his memorandum.
For each frequency, _ • mOO data words were
assembled in memory for each component, chefs M • I,
I, 2, a, 8, and I) for frequencies _f i, 2.1, _, 8.1,
l&, and 32.1 megahertz respectively. Th_. , blocks





ro.assc.mblinq portions of the blocks an te.qcrib_ in
(e} above., and eddLnq 13 • r,e - I) wo_'Is o£ pa_din_
to _he end of the last block.
The words used to asseuble the block_ of notified
ran_ _ata are Indlca_,ec! in table 3.
;_ l£stlng of pco._ran LOWACPY_ b_Ins on page
s_ven. _olloving the IistLng £s an up4_c_d s_t of




Block II MHZ, 8,1 HlVZ, 16 I'lltz, 32, 1 IIHz,
1 3- 388 5- 3qO 9- 3qll 1,1.. 399
2 389- 771 391- 776 3qS- 780 _00- 785
] 777-1162 781-1160 786-1171










?sble 1 - LocstLon8 vkJLch 8kou2_5 bare been uned to
tam)able blocks of dB ,Ssts for file SCZl.
1975007499-235
1
- ci - I
@
Block _ _Hz. 8.1 HHZo 16 YI_z. 32.1 _IHZo
1 3- 3A7 5-387 9- 397 14- 387
q01 401- 403 _01- _07 _31- 1112
2 402- 774 004- 787 liO8- 787 _13- 787
(775- 787) 801- 802 801- 806 801- 811
3 803-1187 807-1187 812-1187
1201 1201-1205 1201-1210
u, 1202- 1548 1206-1587 121 1-1587




,2,01-2402 240 1-2,07 !i'7 2,03-2787 2,08-2787
2801 280 1-2R06 !i












TabZe ? - LooatioDs reich rare used to _8seIbZe
blocks of dB data fo_ file S:Z2.





Block _ Hltz. 8.1 HHz. 16 HHz. 32. 1 8Hz.
1 1- 385 1- 383 1- 379 1.- 37_
399 397-399 393- 3')9 308- 399
2 QCO- 772 qO0- 783 600- "779 riO0- 7'7Q
(773- "785) 797- 798 793- 798 7fl8- 798
3 799-1183 799- 1179 799-1179,
1197 1193-1197 1188-119"7,
U 1198-15_ 1198-1579 1198-1574
(1_5- 1583) 1593-1596 1588-1596





279 3 278 8- 2793
8 2799-3088 279_-31741
(3089-3 179) 3188-31_2










?able 3 - Locations used to tsmelble bl_cks o_
range _ata foc file SC_2H. (Locations





: i,_)(,l OV,:r_ ':H_ _;1_ OF 13-_r)PD _ROUPS.
("
(-
_" T!.,'h'_.'::i"Z:{ N _(_RD;.; 'F_r)_l HLOCK J + 1 'r'O PILOCI< ,].
¢
,.II') = TD - 1




C TT!_ _,.;GTN:,II_; UF _t,_OllP a 4. 1 TS {lOO _{}_t,'S T":()_ "P'.
C :i!G|N_I"4r; r}l;' f;_C_} ") J.
C
].b = ID + _nO
c
(" dl_ IS C'_h_TLY THE :]'_DI_X (J_ 'I*FE "tIi#,_T]_'I _._1"i. C]_ _;v,.),_.q- }_lO('i';
(. ,1; .(;F? .I:1 mr) .T.I':D_X Tli:,". 11._']" WOI;De AN,") _{_E'i _i.:]'il; ,i;; ;'L{f'F
C {1_ TlIg O_iTP vv'r' F]I.F.
C
J:; = ,It) - la=,
_'V': 1:'(,_, ?_r_r_) (r)t_'_{K) _, K = JY, ,IT))
#l]'t_(r_ e '}f')<_(_) (Dk'I.A|K')_, K - JZ_ JI:)
C
L r-o,_l}LFq'_._ OU'I'PdT PIOC:_< _ I_Y PLACING T]_ ].A:;] c(;J;l_._r: . !,,_'._;)*:
t: VALVZF (('f_NTATHEP. 1;1 _,)PD I_)
{'
N = t_,h * PI
(
C IN '?I!_. NH LOCATTr:F!S _,(_:£t_NINe A_r Lf)CATICIN N • I.
C
_0 P_ ,1 = le N?!
,111 = _t _' ,1 -"
Z)A'A(JI}) = _%TAfq)
HO (:ON'} I Nn,_
C
C '.-"HE PT!_T WOllt) (_F TFIP. OvlT_te'i ' DLO('i_ I._: (,:{il'i_ qq'El; A_ t_l',oV:'_,












...... _....... i 975007499-247


it $ at I I
1975007499-251
,%
_rM_p,_,_t,.,, Jql? 22, I_7_
"_ : _is:rihu_ ion
P_n_: j.r. _¥]aarsd,_m
:;l!P.l_C_-_.)mparison o? SFD Ranqe nasa an! _ata
"tom th_ VL._I Exne_im_._n+_
mhe VL_T data used for this _tu]y ',--re0hi,tired
fro,, +_p_ number C,2TRS (Got_dard SD_c,= Fliqh* ('-n_re)
a._;a s+,t of x-y ceordinat_ pairs; _:;_c_ci_Te,_ w_th th_
first pair in each qroup of five wa_ a time (3renwich
v+ an) ,>xpressed in hours, minutes, _,:;,: s, +:,)n,ls.
-}.._:: *_m_s w_rn converted to s_coud_, _t,] ti_;_,-_ for
t},. foqr r_mainin9 pairs i, _ach _o,,? wec,_ g=T._e_'_tea
}v a,]dint_ val_les o? ont., two, tnt, _, _n+_ ?.>ur _econ_s
+o th -_ ini+i_l vaI_. mh_ x-y p_ir_ w._r-_ c_hv:rted
_.O _]4.S+a nceS,
mh_ St9 .]a_a consiste_ of the _iXt+,'_ m_|ah_rtz
ranq_ val_]es from tape n,lmb_z SEDng9. Th_ tim_ (G._)
c,_rr,,spon(_in] to the first da1,lm w._ ,-;=,at 14_7.#
s+rn:t_]s; tim_s for s_cceeding val,l+:_= w-c_ gonerated
hy r_,t,,at_d a _di_ ion of C.81 :_._.con_, _ho *ime
it.t.erv_l b_twe_t; samples.
_r each V_.BT range datum, _ rorr.-sgont_!_:,_ .q_P
raP,__ value was comp_Ite_ by li,_?._r _nt_rpola*. _On,
usiP,t _h- two arrays of time _1_ta_ th', :liffecrncP
.h_,+ween thes_ rangf_s was calculate! _:;tI,,-VI!'T r t_e
m._.t:,Inth_ interpolated .SFP fargo.. Th+: differ_nce_
n;,_;,_l:_flat- plo*ted in fig_Ir_ 1: _n _his plot, _he
Mata az_ qroupe_ Into t{n-secon,] il_terv_]s, _n,t the
PaxJm,m and minlmum aiffet_nces ov,,r Path Jnt+,.-val
ar_+ dlsnlay_d. The mean of th-.se _ifforanc,,s was
round to be-23.9_ mefres (in_Icatin_ _ ]at in the
VLt-T (lata) , and the _:tandara deviation O_ the
,_ff.:r--nces was _ffectively get-, conr.i:lerln,l the
!imi*s o_ precision of the calcultti,)ts,
A _nr_ 4irect vls_al comparison i:_ provld-] by






MEMO TO: D.W. Strangway
FROM: James Rossiter
RE: SEP Antenna Patterns Reconstructed from EP-4 Turn
Introduction
During EVA II of Apollo 17, the Lunar Roving Vehicle
(LRV) made a complete 360" turn around the deployment site
of Seismic Explosion Package 4 (EP-4), about 525 m. from the
SEP transmitter site. This turn provided an opportunity to
estimate the directional characteristics of the three orthogonal
SEP loop receiving antennas, as mounted on the LRV, over a
dielectric earth.
Ideally, any signal received by the Hf (radial) antenna
should smoothly interchange with the signal received by the
H_ (tangential) antenna as the LRV goes through each 90 ° of
the turn. The Hz (vertical) signal should remain constant
throughout the turn. If the turn were of zero radius, any
deviations from the above could then be attributed to
interference by the Rover and/or mount.
Data Reduction
Data were taken from Wart's lunar tape SEPDOg, which
included the error noted in his memo (July 2, 1974). Details |:
of the organisation of the data after their removal from tape
0
are given by Rylaarsdam ("Apollo 17 SEP Data Processing",




(1) The values of all 36 components over the entire range
of the turn (493 to 538 m. from the SEP site) were removed
from Rylaarsdam's file SCI3 (which included no pre-processing
of the turn by Watts). These values were stored in a new file
| called EP4, listed using program LUNACPY4, and plotted using
I LUNAPLT4 (and routine GAPLOT). The points w-_e
program
spaced according to the time scale implicit in the data;
an example is shown in Figure 1.
(2) Odometer counts (one count - 0.49 m. of wheel turn),
received from both the right front and left rear wheels of
the LRV, are available for each 1.02 seconds of the traverse
(see memo by Redman, July 16/73). Ideally, given a high density
of odometer pulses, and assuming no wheel slippage or sticking,
LRV speed and rate of turn could be completely determined.
However, the coarseness of the odometer pulses prevented this
detailed reconstruction (see Figures 2 and 3). Antenna
patterns plotted using the navigation data (see Rylaarsdam's
report) were far less consistent from component to component
than were those plotted assuming the LRV speed to be constant
during the non-statlonary portions of the turn.
Therefore a template with three pairs of bounds was set
up to separate the points that were recorded while the LRV was




on its traverse leg or stopped. By using components that
had a good deal of character, the times during which the LRV
was stationary were easily distinguished on the set of plots
like Figure 1. The end-points of the turn were more difficult
to estimate, and consistency from component to component
was the only criterion available.
Unfortunately the 16 and 32 MHz data could not be used
to construct the template, since both of these frequencies
contain a drop-out due to Wart's spooling error during the
turn.
(3) The total angle through which the LRV turned was
calculated in the following way:
Assume there is no net slippage or sticking of either
wheel ever the turn. Then, for each wheel,
c = n_r, (I)
where c = the circumference of the turn made by the wheel
= total number of counts x 0.49 meters;
n_ = number of radians of the turn; and,
r - radius of the turn (m.).
Therefore,
= (co - c i) x 0.49 (2)
ii i m
ro - ri
where co - ci - the difference in odometer counts between
the two wheels over the turn (see Figure 3);and,
ro - ri - the dlstsnce between the two wheels




For the turn, c o - c i = 21+2, I
_ therefore, n_ = 6.0+0.5 radians.
Although this is evidently a fairly crude estimate, |
it indicates that the turn was close to 360 e.
(4) The portions of file EP4 determined by step 2 to be
)0 actually in the turn proper were plotted as a function of
angle using program ANTENNAO land routine ANTPAT). A complete
set of patterns is shown in Figure 4. The angles sta2 t along{
the negative x-axis, and increment uniformly clockwise over
: 2_ radians.
Dij ,c s!on
Basically the plots show the expected type of behaviour.
: The vertical components are fairly smooth (except those which
have very low signals), with few lobes, while the Hf and H0
components do interchange. It must be pointed out that the
16 and 32 MHz plots do not contain any angular correction for
_ the missing points, and this wil_ certainly create some amount
of distortion in the patterns.
Several of the plots do not align well with the north-
: south and east-west axes - e.g. 4_s H0 endflre. This is
possibly due to an incorrect choice of either the bounds or
; of the total angle.




b analysis are as follows:
(1) Very poor sampling for the lower frequencies (as few
as 8 points for a complete turn at i and 2 MHz), giving
virtually no resolution of any lobe structure.
(2) Non-constant range of the LRV through the turn for the
higher frequencies. The turn had a diameter of approximately
15 m - or about 1.5 wavelengths at 32 MHz. Therefore the
signal received during the turn could have changed substantially
quite independently of LRV rotation.
(3) Lack of direct knowledge of a) the exact position of the
turn in the data stream, b) the complete angle of rotation,
or c) the speed of rotation. These could only be estimated,
and compatibility from component to component used to improve
the estimate. The problem was particularly severe because
of the drop-outs at 16 and 32 MHz.
(4) Unknown source signal. It is evidently not a plane wave,
since the SEP transmitter was used. Reflections and scattering
from the subsurface may well have had important influences on
the type of pattern.
Conclusions
Considering the above problems, the amount of distortion
of the patterns is within the error of the analysis. Hz
appears non-directlonal at all frequenciea_ HI and H%
interchange smoothly through the turn. It la therefore not




LRV or mount. This does not Imply that such interferences
did not exist - only that this analysis was not able to detect
it.
It would probably be worth while in the future to analyse
the data without the drop-outs at 16 and 32 MHz. These
frequencies have both the highest resolution and are most
likely to be susceptible to interference from the LRV or mount.
A systematic attempt to use a number of different possible
bounds and rotation angles may locate the turn in the data






Figure 4. SEP antenna radiation patterns from EP-4 turn
for all components. Since choice of the exact position of
the turn is _omewhat arbitrary (see text}, these patterns
are only approximate.
16 and 32 MHz each suffer a 13-point data dropout
during the turn in these plots. This has no___tbeen
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